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Foreword 0

Although the problems of the I 9t3Os were Clearly forecast by Charles -C.
Cole, Jr., executive director for the Ohio Program in the Humaniticrs,

first AAHE-ERICffigher Education Research Report To -Improve n-
s/rnoion (Re,eareh Report No. 2, 1978), the 'conditions desel-lped still
seemed far away and only probable. Toch.cv these conditions a.11 too
real. Declining or steady-state enrollments, decroa-sed public suprit.ort for
higher education and sullsyqUen-t pressures on revenues, coupled with
di amatieFhanges in tile students (more adults, part-time students, women),

.pricf-an increase in career and vocational interests have had a considerable
impact on the institution and its curriculum.

There is a consensus that for an institution to survive and prosper in
these highly competitive times, it must demonstrate academie excelfenee.
The higher the quality, the greater the chancis that students will select
that institution over another. :There art:: two types of "higher.qualiry"
institutions --(Me is perceived and one is real. The first type hires a number
()I faculty. \ ith national reputations, gives them plenty of ;opportunity to
publish and speak at conferences while having little or no teaching load.
The rest of the faculty are then judged in rela'tioh to the publishingspeak-
ing actiY it v of these "stars." This gives national visibility to the institution
but does little to improvc the quality ot education.The second typerichieves
quality,by first emphiisizing teasching and then seeking It balance with
research tind professional

FOI the perceived high quality institutiOn there is littlt support from
ale academic leadership and admiuistration for improving instruction.
However, even illstitutions that emphasize teaehing face many imi'riers
to improved instruction. The first'is that faculty as a whole have never
been trained to teach. Their graduate work alnpst always is focused on
the discipline with little emphasis on how to transfer that knowledge to
another. Consequentiv,facultv learn to teach by trial and 'error and by
imitating thy teaching styles of their professors. This lack of formal train-
ing in yarious teaching methods leads to a sense of traditionalism----"It
has always been taught this way, therefore ..." that leads to ritiidity.

A second barrier:is the decrease in ibstitutional revenue, which 'has
esuhed in more pressure for greater faculty productivity and a cutting

ot 'Wills," I nercased prikluctivitv usually means more 'classes etbo teach,

n'ore suidents per class, and more committee assignments.tCutting frills
has lead to 'reducing suppo'rt servicro from faculty development centers'
to department secretaries. Consequently, there are fewer resources and
less time available to the faculty to reflect on and develop.ne'Yy' teaching
methods. In additiOn, institut iOns with fewer resources cannot alwaYs take
advantage of or even keep up Yvith the new technologies. Computers, tel-
evision, and telecommunications are only the most obvious of the new
technologies available.

While these and Other harriers exist, they are by,no means insur-
mountable. Paculty can be made more aware of learnk,ng theory and other
concepts that lead to softening of rigid attitudes toward instructional
techniques. Administrators can be made more senshive to the long term

ck,



importance, of encouraging the developmiint of a yariery of instructional
methods.

This second Reseal?ch Report by Chades Cole is another step in- this
direction. It carefully analyzes the literature reltiting to instructional im-
proyernent since-1978. Only after reviewing-the implications of learning
theorythe processes used to support instructional improvement and the
consequences of faculty at t itudes does Di'. Cole look at specific data on
instructional methods. This framework helps to develop an understanding
of not only techniques, but interrelationshipii that are necessary in estab-

---,..4 fishing and promoting high quality instructidn..

Jonathan D. Fife
Director

" Clearinghouse on Higher Ed.ation
- The Geot-ge Washington Univei-sitN

!ERIC]



Overview

Despite some good teaching, college and university instruction urgently-
needs inaprovement. A survey of more than 300 books and .articks pub-
lished from 1977 to 1981 indicates that higher educhtion faces a- c, isis.
The-lack of sufficient teaching positions and declining enrollments require
increased:attention to teaching performance. The facuRy reward system
plaCes la higher premium on res'earch than on teaching. Students as con-
sumers require more at tentiOn to their own-interests and needs. Financial
presufes on colleges and universitieS force imtutions 'to encourage im-
proved instruction. The increased emphasis on accountability aril] publie
critic'istwof higher education mean that teaching must improve. At the
same time,treduetions in government funds make_ efforts to improVe qual-
ity more difficult.

The effort to improve the quality of instruction begins with increaSed
attention to theories 'of learning. Learning cannot be simply 'defined .but
is iuterpreted in conflicting ways. Mkjor theories of learning fan into five
major groups: classical mental disci3line, unfoldment, apperception, be-

- haviorism, and gestalt-field. The most :significant conflict divides behav-
iorists from antibehaviorists. One model of karning pictures Ras consisting
of "accretion, restructuring, and tuning." Learning styles differ: fridividual
personality.differenees affect methods of teaching. The increased propor-
tion of adults irtrolled in colleges and universities affects methods of teach-
ing. Much adult learning is.self-direeted. Adults prefer to b actively involved
inlearning. They learn more:, effectively when they set their own pace, and

- ability to learn remains cOnstant regardless of 'age. Adults are interested
. primarily in subjects related to their iMmediate concerns.

No single -theory of learning appears to meet an needs and situations,
but experts agree that learning is t:nhanced when the siudent is active
rather than passive. It is improved by practice, feedbacr`and direction
toward some goal.it has both an-Affeetive and a cognitive aspect. Ouan-
titatiVe and qualitative differ:Owes' are great in the learning procesS.

Teaching is a creative process that is considered an art, a science, and
. a craft. One of the most useful models of instruction divides it into dis-

eipHne-centered teaching, instructor-eentereii teaching, student-centered
(cognitive) teaching, and student-centered (affective) teaching, Different

, subjects and eircumstanceS call. for different approaches. Good teaching
-depends upon a clear understanding of goals, knowledge of the subject
and of students,,and a willingness to change one's practices if they are
not adequate to a particular situation.

Characteristics of a good teacher include skills, poSitive personality
rtraits, enthusiaSm, empathy for students, and extensive interaction with
students inside and outside the classroom.

Efforts to improve inst`ruction include increasing the professor's knowl-
edge and teaching skills, changing faculty membi!rs' -attitudes, changing
methods of teaching, modifying course i:ontent, changing students atti-

-tudes and responses, and modifying the physical setting where instruction
occurs. Teaching awards by themselves have minimal effect. Faculty de-
velopment programs have in&reased rapidly' and are now -more widely

Inip,iiii,' his/int /Wit 11.1
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accepted. Programs in kajor centers provide informatiorr on teaching
okills, diagnose individual teaching, and supply details on student
ing. But sUch centers may be threateried.by decreased funds.

Programs for teaching vsistants and institutions' coopdation *im-
proving instructiorthave incseasedrecently. ProfZssional associations and,
foundations have shown interest in improving instruction. Faculty growth
contracts and student raiings of teachers help to encourage quality teach-
ing.

,Faculty membersr( attitudes are important in determining the success
blefforts to improvt instruction. ImProving instruction requires the in-
structor's willingnes to change, but it must be tackled sYstematically and
coherently. Few pro essors have received training in teaching. They gen-
erally'resist proriosals for changing methods of teaching. The influence of
traditionalism is strong. Professors relate.more to their'discipline than to
the institution where they teach. a - or

The current literature is rich in.information about a wide variety of
teaching methods, which earl be conceptualized in several models. One
'approach divides them in terms orthose emphasizing content, those CO-

cusing on students, and those characterized by interaction between in-
struct& and student. 4

Systematic research on improving instruction has become more ex-
tensive. Although ihe research has improved,/ authbrities are critical of its
methods and findings,: ResearCh reports frequently are limited in scope,
and findings cannot be generalized. The most striking research results are
those on the impact of the personalized system of instruction. Research
on the validity of student ratings of faculty and research on student learn-
ing styles have increased. More systematic and ihterdisciplinary research
is needed that covers more institutions-over longer periods of time and is

more carefully formulated. Much more research will compare teachers'
and students' aptitudes and cognitive styles. Research results should be
more clearly, written to make it more understandable .to the majority of

educators and the generalOpublic.
While encouraging examples of successful tedehing exist, deterrents to

improviniinstruction are-becoming more,formidable. They exist in faculty

traditionalism, in monumental problems of finances and enrollment, and
in the, nature of graduate school education. Pressures will intensify for
more experimentation and innovation. Change will be more rapid. The
uSe of microcomputers and Viaeodiscs will increase rapidly.

There is no single method.for improving instruction. No teaching tech-

nique is .superior in-all circumstances. The Mstructor's personality plays
a crucial role. Learning is more effective when the student actively Parr
ticinates in the educational experience. Efforts to improve instruction
should harmonize with an institution's goals and philosophy. Roles of
inskrpctor and student need redefinition. The faculty reward system rigeds
revision. Educational institutions; must be humanized. New sources of
sufficient sustained support must be found.

2 11.nprovir'jg histnwholl



,The Imperatives for Improved InstrOction

Although much college and tiversity *teachihg today is stimulating, the
getreral level of instruction must improve. Faculties and institutions are
being pressured from inside and outside academe to devote more Otten-
tion, time, and financial support to improving instruction. Probably at no
time since Wo'rld War II has higher education faced such a need to impeove
the quality of teaching. 11'

The reasons for the increased interest in and c9ncern for the quality r

,and effeetiverwes Of instruction include those telated togaculty memberg
and thtir disciplines n d professions, those attributable to students, those
connected mith instituti9ns, and those Mated to society at large.

,
The Faculty
In the cuOent crisis facing higher education, faculty members have been
describaL as discouravd, pessintispc, demora144, and, in some cases,
cynical (Stadtman 1980). Frederitk Rudolph calls profeSsors "entrenched,
nervous, rotectiYe of their turf' (Koerner 1981, p. 64). Faculty membersIo

face revot,utionary dislocations in -that their livts anil careers seem in-
Creasingly to be out of tune with the world aroujill them (Furniss'1981).

. Becau6e of the glut of doctorates and the levering off of undergraduate'
enroll,me ts, kw jobs are available and less chance, of tenure for thase
lacking. i

t
As one observer puts tt, "There is no longer anywhere to go"

(Showalter 1978, p. 168). The Natiiinal Colter for Education Statistics
estimatei that between 15 and 30 percent of all junior (acuity member's,
depending on rank, move froM one position to another each year. In 1980,

.only ablif 7,000 college teaching positions wereppen; that year, approx-
imately 1,000 persons received a Ph.D. degree. William G. Bowen has
predictel that there will be some 450,004 new Phi/ holderS in the- next
15 years and only about loomo acadeRic openings for them. He expects
a decrease of 53,000 in the number of college teachers by 198g (itie,,tv York
nmes, January 10, 1982). Thus, an increasing number of well qualified
personslare competing for a decreasing number of positions (Eble 1980).
To maintain one's position in such a compeVt ive market means increased

tattention to one's teaching performance. -

One fundamental problem is that most faculty members have not been
adequately prepared for teaching% Few graduate schTls give attention to
the subject in any practical way (Heermann, Enders, and Wine 1980),
never training students for the job (Schwartz 1980). People who acquire
a doctorate and specifilized knowledge in a discipline are expected to know

I how to teach. -

l'o make matters worse, the faculty reward system places a low pre-
mium on teaching and creaks a conflict between the derhands of research
and teatthing. A numbi.'T of experts believe that the emphasis on scholarly
publication, expecially in universitierS; has intenskied the problem (Alb
bach and Slatighter 1980; Lewis and Becker 1979). Monetary and career
incentives are available for increasing 'research productivity, few for im-

., proving teaching. The ability to teach is not as highly regarded or as well
rewarded as the ability to conduct resear'ch areevidence ocrublication.

u
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The relatively large proportion of teaching done by graduate students
and part-time faculty is another reason for the .urgent need to improve
instruction, According to several recent surveys at major universities, be-

, tween 40 and 50 percent of the total credit hours earned in lower-division
iuurses are taughtsla graduate assistants (Mayo arid Gilliland 1979). In
1978, over 57 percent df those teaching in two-year crilleges,were part:- ,

time (Parsons 1980), Part-time facuity tend to be less experienc7ed and eo

have less education thati4full-time faculty linembers, Although the use of
parf-timc faculty may hold some advantages, the'disadvantagesmay restrdt

in inferior teaching (Leslie-1978a). 6

JosepitAxelrod, who has wei t ton extensivtly about teaching styles, cites
anOthe(rejison for ccincern about quality instruction in the 1980s. He
believes that a counter-revolution has occurred in teaching arli. learning.
in Arneri-an universities and that many of the teaching rt.-for s of the
,1960s.havv quickly-and quietly disappeared (Eble'1980). Althougharthvs
disagree, his views about a trend toward the return to more traditional
methods of teaching are worthy of consideratjon.

4 , Gl

The Students ,
Several considerations relatecno'students underscore the need jor in

*
:

creased attention to impMying the quality of instruciion. The studeni body
.....

, is increasingly falterogencous. Students differ widely' in their-backgrounds,
abilities, preparation for colleggr, interests, and motivations. One of, the
most dramatic changes in the student body.has been the-increased number
of adults attending colleges and upiversities. According to onesstimate-,
about 5 million adults iire enrolled in degree programnd another 10
million are attending courses or other' programs provided by cqlleges and
universitieS (Bowen 1980). At pr'esent, about one:third of all college stu- ,
dents arc 25 years of agi or older (Peltason and Masserigale (9784). Act

cording to Cross, adult learnerS constitute "the most rapidly giowIng'
segment ol American education" (R. Peteron )979, p. 75).

Experts also report.that students are oriented more toward vocational
training in the 1980s. Although academics have long-complained about
students' vocationalisin, th e! economy and financial pressOres on frimilies

are intensifying that aterest in the 1980s. A dramatic shitt is.occurrin, N
at the undergraduale,level aYay' from traditional liberal arts programs,
-and the number of graduate students studying ,the arts and sciences' is
decreasnig (New York Times. March 7, 1984 An iwvercnce -for a college

education is growing, Although they havt! been critred more passive than ,

in the 1960s, students ako'seem taore skeptical of traditional academic
ways. Student consumerism apOars to ber-ising; it has be,wn called "Mire
of the Most interesting responses to massivehess in caleges and univef-

-
sities" (Smith and Bernstein 1979,17. 73)-, ,

The implicclition,s lot: i nst unction are..obviotisCFacultv members cannot

automat tca l ly assume f.e2idv a( ceptance,o1 t beirteaching methods by thuir
subjects. St utients must be helptkl to see the value' in what they.are aikea

to learn.
'.,

4 hnptm Iti,,tnu owl



The Ifistitutions -

A number of authorities (Eble 1980; Mayhew 1979;jierquist and Phillips
1981). have identified' institutional reasons why instruCtion mukt be im-
proved. "Bombarded with a never'-c:nding series of management .crises,
campuses . . have become miri2(.1 in talk of' demographics and enrollthent
projections, budgeting and cost .ac,counting,.collective bargaining and lit-
igation- (Boyer and Levine 1981,

Tee declining enrollment predicted _for hisher educaiion poses serious
problems for those, programs designed to improve instiuction, Enroll-
melits are expected to-decrease' t hrclugh,t he 1980s. TN 14-tU-l7 age group
will decrease by 2.5 millionbcctween'1.9'i-t and 1985. The decrease in those
age 18 to 21 between 1980 and 1990 willbe over 15 percent. The majority
ot experts predict annual enrqllment contractions as high as 9 percent
(Ashworth 1979; Centra 1980).

Because of dc;clining enrollmems; inflation, reduced governmeM sup-
port, and other factors, higher education lace monumental financial prob-
lems in the 1980s. Financial cr1ses,will place new demands eni faculty
members. "Of ten (me of the f irst things to be eliminated when the budget
tightens is prcivision for faculty enlightenthent, revitalizsation, and re-
newal- 1980, p. 1,67). One such casuahvjn 1981 was the demise
p1 losiglit ta leach* Excelleuce:ci pqiodleal published by the Faculty
Development Resource Center at thy University of Texas at Arlington.

Another trend having implications for instruction is the increased use
of sites besides the traditional classroOm. Much of higher education now
ukes placc "in public libraries, over television, in ancillary programs of

'large corporations, through the military, and through,many other channels
(if civic and cultural life- (Grant and. Ricsman 1978, p. 15).

The nature of governance and the way deckions art made can also
affect the efforts to improve instruction. "Aeadt4inic institutions are pe-
culiarly anarchic entities, seldom able td agree on a fiarticular course of
act ion. The lack ol internal consensus on proper goals makes universities
especially vulnerable 'tO pressures from without" (Altbach 1977, p.

The bigness, impersonahty,.. and Vditionalism characterizing niftily
campuses haye. led to criticisms of college teaching. In the surveys he
conducted on a numberfof campuses, Jack Lindquist encountered.students
who called teaching-" too uniformly didactic" and learning "too passive."
Although studeUts identified faculty members= whose instruction w'as in-
vigorating:many were quick to speak of those wlio were "soporif ic" (Lind-
quist 1978),,

THrSociety
Society zit large calk for renewed efforts to, improve instruction for several
reasons.The increased emphasis on 'accountithili ty requires increased at-
tention to improving instruction (Nielsen 1979). Parents, trustees, legis-
lators, and the general public believe that they should have more of a
stake in whathappcns in the educational enterprise. Esiiecially as wit ions
rise, the general- public expects to know wha-t it ispaying for and why

Improving InstruPtion 5



achievement seems to fall short of expectatps.411 this environment, uni-
versities have beeome "targets of pressure -rs:t. &tine by numerous'ex-
ternal groups" (Blake, Mouton,and p. 303).

Included tin the criticisms leveled zt education is the -charge
that thday's graduates are not as prepared for 1980s as they should-

. be. Thc public "is discovering more and more evidence that many college
graduates lack basic skill," in their specific fields of study" (Ashworth 1979,
p. 21). In the face of eritiesm, inflation, find rapid change, the need IQ

give attention to survival ov6vshadows the need to maintain quality teach-
ing. Yet that very survival ritly ultimately depend in large measure on
success in improving instructi0n,

The inCrease in.student consumerism, litigation, and court rulings
vides another imperative for improving instructiou. Students and othe\rs
are increasing their use of legal Means -toexpress their complaints aboU
Courses and teaching. Institutions are more vulnerable to charges against
them. For .example, a Tennessee court ruled that Vanderbilt University's
doctoral program in management was not adequate. As one- authority
observed, "The tlassroorri is n6 fdriger the sole domain of the teacher
(Centra 1979, p. 31.

Although it is too early to find evidence in the literature, it seems likely

that some of the policies of the Reagan administration will have a bearing
on the question of instrUctional improvement.. Reduced.budgets have al-
readf resulted in, decreased support for higher educatibn. Some federal
programs and agencies, such as the Fund for the Improvement of' Post-
secondary' Education (FIPSE), the National Science Foundation, the De-
parte-tent of Educalion, and the National Endowment fpr the Hia nanities.,
that have been instrumental in the past in suppOrting institutional efforts
to improVe instruction and curriculum have experienced particularly se-,
'Y'ere budget cu'ts. Therefore, in the face of 'reduced financial support from
the federal government,.collees and universities have ilnadditional. bur-
di3n that will make future efforts to. improve the quality ofinstruction that
much more difficult.

1 mprovIng 1r:striation
1.1



Implications of Recent Learning Theories

One streing characteristic of the educational literature of the iast five
years has been the increased attention to theories of learning and to their
effect on instruction and efforts to improve it. Bower and Hilgard (1981),
Bugelski '0979), Gagne (1977), Howe (1977), McKeachie (1980), and Mes-
sick and Associales (1976) have contributed greatly to current understand-
ing of /he learning process. It is frequently asserted that attention to
instruction without reference to learning theory is fruitless. Yet contro-
versies abound among those who profess an expertise on the subject. "The
field'of learning has expanded beyond'anyone's attempt at mastery,,and
a great number of specialties have attracted different investigators"
(Bugelski 1979, p. vii).

This statement serves both as a summary of the published works on
lear-'rig theory and as a caution to anyone who seeks to find Order in a
chaotic field. The subject is chaotic because so many of the specialists,
whether they are psychologists, linguists, educators, or experts in another
discipline, apparently do not examine what has been written-on learning
from the perspective of other specialties.

Definitions of Learning
No simple definition of learning exists; the different definitionsrresult from
conflicting assumptions and interpretations. To call it knowledge acquired
by study serves only to substitute one analogy for another. The problem
with most definitions is that they describe the results of the process rather
than the process itself, the product rather than a special kind otexperience.
For instance, learnihg has been described as "a change in knowledge,
behavior, attitudes, values, priorities, or creativity that can result when
learners interact with information" (McLagan 1978, p. 1). Psychologists
define learning most frequently as a Modification of behavior, a change
in the way a person thinks, feels, and acts (Bower and Hilgard 1981),
philosophers refer to it as a reordering of beliefs (Soltis,1981). Gilbert
Highet described learning as "a natural pleasure ... and one of the es-
sential pleasures ofJhe human race" (1976, p, 3). Many writers focus more
on what learning is not than on what it is. Many emphasize the fact that
as a result of learning, the individual acts or performs differently from
the way he or she previously did.

Most definitions include a reference to developing the mind or to ac-
cumulating knowledge. Others link it with personal development. One of
the clearest definitions calls it "a relatively permanent change in our
potential for performance as a i-esult of our past interaction with the
environment" (Lovell 1980, p. 30). It is helpful to view it as what happens
when one discovers a capability for doing or knowing something that was
not possible earlier (Knapper et al. 1977). For son*, learning involves
acquiring or adding to what one already knows. For others, it is "adapting,
changing, or reinterpreting a matter or experience"; for still others, it is
a "creating or drawing out" (Chamberlin 1981, p. 15). To Focidr, learning
is rather a matter of inductive inference, a process of foeming and con-
firming hypotheses (PiatelL-Palmarini 1980).

Improving Instruction .7
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The section on learning in The Encyclopedidof Education refers to two
basic methods of learning: first, the process by which an individual grad-
ually builds up a skill or collection of knostvledge; second, the process by,
which an individual discovers that he or shi canbrganize the information
acquired into 'something meaningh,41. Anyone who seeks more than a su-
perficial notion of the subject must acknowledge the distinction between
these two concepts of learning (Hill 1971).

It may be 'more productive to conceiyeof learning as a series of st_cps
as one moves from the simplest of experiences -to the most complex. Ac-
cording to Gagru (1977), eight kinds of learning can be distinguished:
signal learning, siimulus-response learning, chaining, Verbal association,
diserimination learning concept learning, rule learning, and problem
solving. The most complicated is the last, which involves discerning a new
rule that combines ones pFeiiiously learned..Each learning step rests on
the previous activity, and the expeHence of each ends with a different
capacity for performance. ThecIphases in a learning sequence are appre-
hension,.acquisition, storage, and,retrieval. According to Gagn, five dif-
ferent learning outcomes are possibk: intellectual skills, verbal informat ion,
motor skills, cognitive strategies, and attitudes.

One widely accepted approach to systematiz.ation of the learning pro-
cess is seen in the construction of a taxonomy of educational objectives
(Bloom 1977). This thesis divides educational goals into three categories:
ogri4ive, affective, and psychomotor. The classifhiatiOn system in the

co-gnitive area is divided into knowledge, intellectual abilities and skills,
application, analysis, synthesis, and evalUation. A comparable taxonomy
for the affective domain organizes the subject by terms such as receiving,
responding, and valuing (Krathwohl et al. 1969).

Given these varied assumptions about and interpretations oflezirning,
it is undesirable, if not impossibk to settle upon a single satisfactory
definition of the word because undoubtedly there i more than one kind
of learning. While the physiological changes may be well 'documented,
experts disagree widely With respect to what those changes mean. As
learning is partly a private act, we may newr,be able to describe it fully
or understand it to our complete satisfaction.

What -writers swill to agree upon is that learning is basic to hi.iman
existence, not a single activity but a continuing process. Some theorists
view it as the way by which We prepare to deal with new situations (Botkin
et al. 1979). GagnO's major contributions have been his hierarchical con-
ception of lezirning types and, more recently, his emphasi on information
processing as one aspect of learning. What is important to reMember,
insofar as instruction is-concerned, is that learning is an active, not a
pasgive:process and that it is an individual matter. ,

The major learning theOries that have been advanced might be class-
ified in five broad groups: classical mental discipline, unfoldment, ap-
perception, behaviorism, and gestal-field. Most authorities consider the
first three archaic. According to the theory of classical mental discipline;
learning is viewed as a training of the mind 'and a gatheFing ofknoWleage.
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The theory of unfoldment pictures it as a process of individual develop-,,
ment. Apperception theory views the mind as a Hank slate and learning
a .means of relating new ideas to old ones. Behaviorism describes the
process in a mechanistic way. To the gestalt-field theorists, learning is a
development of insights resulting from an interaction with one's environ-
ment (Apps 1979).

The Behaviorist View
The most significant conflict among learning theorists divides behaviurists
from antibehalorists. This controversy is all the more crucial for edu-.
cation beeause it involves two contrasting images (If human Fieings. The
behaviorist pictures a person as an organism acting as a result of stimuli
originating in the external environment. The antibehaviorist, or someone
with a phenomenological orientation, views the person as the source of
his, or her actions, one who is free to make choices in every learning
sit nat ion. The ant Ibeha vior7ist believes that decisions on behavior' are made

'within the context of a human consciousness and 'therefore are nOt basi-
cally roverried by outside stimuli. Although it is an oversimplihcation,
one might sav that the behaviorist has a scientific orientation, the anti-
behaviorist a -humanistic one. The roots of both approacheS to learning
theory lie deep in the shifting philosophical sands of western civilization
Mi lhollar-t a nd Florisha' 1972),

The most influential of the behaviorists is undoubtedly 13. F. Skinner,
whose writings constitute the most systematic ati-count of the behaviorist
point of view. Accor,ding to Skinner (1968), there are two typesof learning

respondent conditioning and operant conditioning. The first type is elic-
ited by changed stumuli in the enviroriment. The second type occurs when

the human operates on the outside world and his or her behavior is con-
trolled by its,consequences, those stimuli that follow the response. Events
following a respOnse that tend to strengthen behavior are called reinfor-
cer's. Our' learning occurs as our subsequent behavior -is influenced by
positive and negative reinforcer's. Behavior strengthened in one situation
is likely to Occur in other situations. Through a series of processes known

as discrimination, differentiation, and chaining, our learning is shaped
and we respond to fin ure experiences as a result of our earlier modes of
Icariting...Thus, the emphasis in behaviorist theory is on the rolo of rein-
forcement:. To the .behayiorists, thinking is a form of liehavior that is
learned and mOtivated much die same as other human activities.

The edur:ational implications of Skinner's ideas are extensive. Accord-
ing to Inin, 'teaching is an arranging of.contingencics of reinforcement
under7'vhich .students lear'n. lie believes that° what is missing from the
traditional classroom setting is pOsitive reinfOrcement. Because teachers

are not the most efficient instruments for controlling students, Skinner
advocates the tise of teaching machine's and programmed learning. The
development of the personalized system of instruction (PSI) is an example

of the behavior modification approach. Recent literature, however, indi-
cates that bOhaviotisin is under inc eas d attack (Glaser 1978).
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Antibehaviorists
Many antibehaviorists are called cognitive theorists because they prefer
to concentrate on knowlt!dge and the way it is acquired and used.. The
cogtkive theorists reject the notion that the individual merely responds
to stimuli. They prefer to view the human as reacting to and organizing
.the data assimilated. The cognitive- approach emphasizes learning as a
process of problem solving. Cognitiyists are interested in how the indi-
vidual_ goes beyond the information gained rather than viewing him or
her as being shaped by it.

One of the best known critics of Skinner is Jerome Bruner. His eog-
nitive-construct instructional theory attributes a greater degree of autoh-
omy and initiative to the learner. According to Bruner (1966), much of our
behavior depends upon how we structure knowledge,about ourselves and
our world. To the cognitive theorists, individual insight is important, and

-learning is primarily a process of 'discovering and 'understanding rela-
tionships.

Carl- Rogers has env rged as the moSt persuasive of the humanistic
psychologists. In some of his writings (1969; 1977), he is as critical of the
cognitive theorists as he is of the behaviorists. He believes that the only
true learning totally involves the student as'a person; Rogers, who devoted
many years to clinical therapy, has advanced a set of principles regarding
human behavior. The most fundamental of them places the individual at
the center of his or her constantly changing world, where the individual
reacts to the environment as he or she perceiVes it. Behavior is viewed as
the individual's attempt to satisfy his or her needs and to develop a sense
of self. The individual irmeracts with the'surrounding World and Cultivates
values that are either part of his or her self-structure or are taken from
others.

Rogers emphasizes the facilitation of learning in his concept of instruc-
tion. The teacher's attitude is more crucial, in his opinion, than the teach-
'er's scholarly, knowledge or specialized skills. The teacher as facilitator
must discard the traditional role ..and become a "real' person with his or
her students. The teacher must take a person-centered approach and prize
the student as a worthy, valuable individual. There must be close com-
munication between the two. The kind of learning resulting from this
relationship will be self-initiated and will involve the student extensively
in the learning process. Rogers' favorite teaching method is the encounter
group, sometimes called the "T" group or sensitivity training (Hanson
1981).

Accretion, Restructuring, and Tuning
Rumelhart and Norman (1978) advance a different approach: asserting
that many different kinds of learning exist. One simple type is merely the
accumulation of new information into memory. A more complex learning
seems .to involve a modification of memory's. structure. Thej, have devel-
oped a model that pictures learning as consisting of "accretion, restru0-
turing, and tuning." Learning through accretion is the usual kind. Learning
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through tuning is more significant, involving actual changes in the cate-
gories used for interpreting information. Restructuring is even more sig-
nificant in that it involves the construction of a new organization and
interpretation of the knowledge one has gained.

Learning Styles
The term "learning styles" refers to a person's consistent way of respond-

ing in learning situations. According td those who have written about
learning styles, individual personality differences influence how and what

one learns best; these differences have significant implicatiops for ieaCh-

ers. The most useful research on this subject has been on what are called
"cognitive styles." This term refers to how we go about perceiving, think-
ing, repembering, apd solving problems in a consistent, identifiable way.

Researchers have identified at least 11 models of cognitive styles. One

of the best known is "field-dependence/field-independebce," which refers

to the extent to which one perceives items without being influenced by
background factors. Field-independent personality types appear to be at.-
tracted to scientific disciplines and to have a more impersonal orientation.
Field-dependent students are drawn to people, are better at learning nip-
terials in a social context, and appear to be attracted to the social sciences

and humanities. "Impulsivity/refle4reness" divides persons in terms of
whether they respond> quickly or shWly. "Leveling/sharpening" refers to
individucil variations in assimilation in memory. The leveler tends to put

new information into, previous categories, while the sharpener tends to
differentiate new from old data. "Cognitive complexity/simplicity" refers
to differences in how we view the world in a multidimensional way (Mes-
sick and Associates 1976; Witkin et'al. 1977).

Cognitive styles serve as useful devices to distinguish student attitudes,
temperaments, and motivations in a variety of situations. It has been said
that cognitive styles serve as "tracer elements" and provide clues to how
different individuals acquire and store information, how they tackle an
educational task, what they prefer to study, and what teaching method
they like most (Wilson 1981). Witkin et al. (1977) summarize well research
findings about cognitive styles and their r'elevance for teaching techniques.

Research in cognitive styles has been usefulln correcting some of the
myths about the sopposed sexual differences in ability and learning. Fe-
males score better on memorKtests. MaleS score better in tests of math-
ematical skills. On the 4verage, males seem to do better than females' on
tasks involving visual-spatial skills. In terms of cognitive styles, males.are

more field-independenLand females more field-dependent. Therefore, it
is reasonable to conclude that women tend to prefer.activities that involve
dealing with people and are more likely than men to be attracted to the
humanities. None of these differences mean that one sex is intellectually
superior to the other (J. Sherman 1978).

The recent popularity of cognitive theorists has led to the assertion
that learning i,s more effective when the educational method and the learn-
er's ability and cognitive style are congruent (Wittrock and Lumsdaine
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1977). Thus, the, realization th,at Students differ in.learning styles as well
as in personality is gaining,acceptance. They have different needs, moti-
vations, and interestsas well as different cognitive styles. Therefore,..to
make instruction count, teachers,must know more about these character-
istics in their students (O'Neil and Spielberger 1979). "The effectiveness
of student learning depends to some extent upon the strategy used by the
student" (McKeachie 1980, p.-89).

Acceptance of this notion hits led to an increased popularity for the
theory of aptitude-treatment interactions, advanced most systematically
by Cronbach and Snow (1977), which studies the differences in students'\
aptitudes--forIearning under different types of instructional methods. lt
means that individual differences in personality wilt help to* predict learn-
ing outcomes. One implication focuses on instructional situations in terms
of student results. Another supports "a .systematic approach to the indi-
yidualization of instruction" (Pervin and Lewis 1978, p. 237.)

Adult Learning Theory
Because an increasing proportion of students in colleges and universities
are older adults, recent developments in adult learning theory are relevant
to the question .of improving instruction. Major contributions to our un-
dtrstanding of how adults learn have been made in recent years, especially
by Malcolm Knowles and Allen Tough. Knowles is notable for having
popularized the word "andragogy," the art of teaching adults (1978).

Andragogical theory is based on four asumptions that are different'
from those of pedagogy; (I) as a person matures, his or her concept of 'sell
changes from dependency to increasing self-directedness; (2).-as a person
matures, he or she'accumulates a reservoir of experience that .provides a
broadening base to which he or she can rtlate new learning; (3) as a person
matures, his or her readiness to learn i. decreasingly the product of bio-
logical development and increasingly the product of tasks requifed for his

or her social roles; (4) an adult tends to have a problem-centered orien-
tation to,learning. According to this t heory, in a learning situation in which
an adult is not allowed to be self-directing, his or her reaction is likely to
be one of resentment and resistence. Techniques such as discussions, field
experiences, simulation, and team projects are more appropriate..to adult
learning, according, to principles of andragogy, than lectures ,and 'other
passive pedagogical methods. Furthermore, topics that are problem-cen-
tered and that contpin more direct applicability to the learner ate more
attractive to adults than those related to the traditional academic disci- 0

plines (Knowles 1978).
The main theme of andt agogy is to incorporate the learner as an active

participant in planning; designing, and carrying out the educational jx-
perience. According to this vieWpoint, the teacher is not the authority
figure, and the transmission of a given body of information is not supposed

to be the chief activitv in the learning process. ti
The theory of andragogy has its critics (Elias 1979). However, the ap-

proach has some value in refuting the behaviorists-and in asserting that
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men and women are free to choose both their experiences and their learn-
ing environments and can indeed shape-their destinies.

The major contribution of Allen Tough's writings is the emphasis on

how Much of adult leaning is self-directed. Tough reports that most in-
dependennself-learning orategies arc effective and result in significant
accomplishment. As a result of his studies,-he asserts that the typkal udult
Spends some 500 hours. a year on major karnig efforts and that More
than 70 percent of adult learning projects are st7f-planned (Tough 1979).

he literature on adult learning theory contains several major points...

Adu have more experience than children Pryoung people and therefore

bring to the learning situation a greater bodyi of-attitudes and a More
pronounced set of values, interests, motivations, and persoualities. The
aging process does not result in a drastic decrease in learning. Learning
ability seem s. to remain constant in many people from age 20 to 60. It
may decline through disuse, however. Learning appears to be more effec-

tive when the individual is actively participating in the educational ex-
perience. Adults seem to learn most effectively when they set tneir own

pace. Educational programs for adults TIM.] to be-brought go where the
people are. Almpst anyone can learn almost anything if he or she really
wants to (Apps 1981; Howe 1977; Knox 1977).

Authorities cite several fundamental principles in their assertions that.
adult learning strategics should he different from those employed in the
classroom. First, most adults are capable of self-direction. They do not
need.to be passive learners. Their motivation for learning increases when

they are treated as equals rather than as less than expert. Second, the
experience accumulated by adUlts can be a rich resource that they can
bring to bear in any educational'situation. Third, adults prefer to make

their own educational decisions (Knox 1.980b). Unlike the traditional re-
lationship where the instructor decides tl-e content_and technique, an_
informal methodcreates a community of learners z,ind teaehers in which

all have a hand in helping to determine the direction to be taken. Fourth;

if a subject, is immediately relevant to an adult's life, he or she will show
more interest than if it is something abstract. MoS7t adult) are inierested
primarily in what .thev perceive to be related to their immediate con-

cerns-- working, living,:their environment. Most adults place a low prior-

ity pn traditional academic subjects ('Cross 1978a). While they are found

principally in the literature about adult education, these generalizations ,.

iMpear to be as applicable to 18-year-olds as they are to older members

of society.

The Phtglt-Chomsky Dehate
One of the'current unresolved.issues related to learning theory is dra-
matically illustrated in the 1975 debate between Jean PiUget and Noam

Chomsk v (Piatelli-Palmarini 1980).
On the surface, their views appear to be diametrically opposed. Piaget

considers the mind of the human child (and ultimUtely the resulting adult)

as an active agent who- constructs an Jinderstanding of the universe by
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slowly pulhng himself or herself forward, mostly by individual effort.
Chomsky, on the other hand, views the mind as a programmed unit, in-
nately equipped from the outset to. realize its potential and needing only
'marginal outside sparks to display its productive qualities.. To Chomsky,
knowledge is largely innate:to Piaget, knowledge can be constructed only
through the interaction of the individual and his or her environment.
Chomsky doubts that there is any point in looking fora,general theory of
learning. He challenges all 'learning theories that depend only on induc-
tion. To him, learning involves taking in the right information at the right
.time and using it to confirm what is already built into tkie mind.

Common .Principles of,Learning Theories
Although learning theorists differ among themgelVes, they appear'to 4gree
that the subject of learning is exceedingly complex- and that no single
theory seems to meet all needs and situations. There is' little agreement
on how the connection between' learning and instruction should be con-:
ceptualized; theorists enVisage many styles, many formats to meet 'the
diverse learning requirements of all students. But theorists agree'generally
on these principles: (1) learning is enhanced when the student is active
rather than passive; (2) leaining is. improve*d by practice and feedback;
(3) learninglsimproved when directed toward sOme goal; (4) learning has
both an affective and a cognitive aspect; (5) the quantitative and quali
tative differences in the learning process are great (Knapper OK Milton
and Associates 1978).

Couldthere ever be a single theory oTlearning, a single model to explain
the process by which the liYely wonder called learning takes place? It
seeins doubtful. As Gross explains, "No particular way of learning is in
itself superior to another. How you learn depends on your temperament,
circumstances, stage of life, as well as your need, taste, or ambition" (1977,

P 13).
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Issues and Concepts Related to Improving Instruction

If no single theorY ran accommodate The process of learning, no Single
theory of instruction applies to all circuMstances. Most people agree that
anyattempt to find a technique 'that will work for every sjudent, instructor,
and situation isbound to fail (Kozma, Belle, and Williams 1978). Several.

' concepts and philosophical questions, however, are frequently addressed
in the literature dealing with improvement of instruction.

People differ in their definition of instruction itself. To some it is an
art, to others a science, to Stilrothers a craft. According. to Paul Lacey,
the faculty member practices two crafts, that of a discipline and that of
teaching. It requires "the right balan& between head and heart" (Noonan
1980). Teaching has been defined as "anyactivity on the part of one person
intended to facilitate learning on the part of another" (Gage 1978, p. 14).
Schwartz prefers'toextend:the teaching function to include "the aftermath
of discovery the elaboration, the testing of the data, the struggle with
authority, the agreeing and disagreeing" (1980, p. 242). Axelrod describes
its dynamic function as a relationship involving the one who is teaching,
the one who is:being taught, and the subject matter (Eble ,1980, p. 11). A
,more poetic approach defines teaching as a "lightingof sparks, this setting

, aflame" (Epstein 1981, p. xviii). It is a creative process that brings about
illumina,tion and in which the minds of both professor and learner glow

and grow.

Models of Teaching
Th6 recent literature contains models of teaching in terms of its structure,
its content, and its ohjectives. One popular model divides instructors into
those who are content:centered, instructor-centered, intellect-centered,
and person-centered. This method of classification, associated with
Axelrod's writings, focuses on how the instructor approaches the challenge
of teaching.The content-centered faculty member is concerned about cov-
ering subjea matter systematically: is disciplineoriented, and poses as
an_authority figure:. The, instructor-centered teacher standstas a model for
the student to' emulate. 'the intellect-centered professor emphasizes the
training of.the mind and the development of problem-solving skills. The
person-centered instructor is primarily interested in all aspects of the
student's developmentemotional, personal,andinteliectual (Kozma, Belle,
and Williams 1978).

Another approach to classifying instruction divides it into that which
is goal-oriented, activity-oriented, and learning-oriented (Solmon and
Gordon 1981). The difficulty with this classification is that it fails to clarify
the role of the' instructor in teaching and learning.

Edward Glassman suggests a somewhat different model, dividing
teaching styles into those that are "directive/2 "participative," and "non-
directive.' In the directive style, the teacher dispenses knowledge through
telling, asserting, and modelink. Students are passiye and ,he instructor
doMinates the situation. In the participative slyle, both teacher and stu-
dent express creative thoughts in the, dassroom. The, teacher is not an
authority figure. In the nondirective style, the teacher is a facilitator, and
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knowledge come s. froM the students. This approach is definitelyastudent-
centered', the faculty member's expertise is not overtly used (Ebb: 1980).

.Paul Dressel offers one ot the most Comprehensive,mgdels for relating
instruction to structure, content, and objective (1980). Modifying Axelrod's
terms and giving more attention to the teacher's social ot1entation,
suggests'a fourfold division: discipline-centered, insefUctor-centered, stu-
dent-centered (cognitive), and student-centered (affeciive), Discipline-cen-
tered teaching emphasiz6s the content and structure of A field of stUdy.

.This approach insists on no modification to meet the needs or special
conditions of the student or teacher. It stressei; objectivity, the Preferred
methods aise formql, and the professor is an authority figure. In instructor-

icentered teaching, the professor is the fOcal point in the classroom and
plays:a major role in selecting and advancing ideas to students. The stri-
dent-centered (cognitive) 'approach focuses on dye intellectual develop-
ment of the student. The dim is to encourage ,sfudents to think by using
discussions, demaistrations, exhibits, and other means to achieve high
standards of performance. The approach iswoncerned less with coverage
Of content and more with encouraging studc.ints' understanding. The stu-
dent-centered (affective) teaching approach considers the personal and
social development of the studentias imPortarit as the intellectual. Content*
is secondary.. The classroom atmosphere is inkomal, and students, who
are viewed as indiyidugls, are expected to. achieve self-realization.

Althgrigh these models are usefi in analyzing the d kflerences that occur
in teaching styles, methodologies, objectives, and classroom settings, they
have tngir limitations. All faculty members do not fan neatly into one or
another classification. And, as Dressel himself points out , "There will never
be unanimity in definition of teaching types,.and hence the iMposition of
any typology designations will confuse and 'mislead rathei: than help
(1980, p. 120). Fort Armore, different subjAts and different circumstances
maV call for different approaches. The bcst instructor in advanced chem-
iCal engineering may be a content-centered,sfield-independent lecturer.
The best one to teach-attitudes in the humanities may be a person-centered,
field-dependent instructor who uses a varit;ty of teaching techniques (Kozina,
Belle, and Williams 1978).

The important point is that good teaching does not just .happen. It
depends upon the faculty member's clearly understanding goals and de-
veloping a well, conceived strategy for achieving them, It also depends
upon a teacher's knowing well both subject and student and building upon
his or her strengths. Expressed anoTher way, "Those who desire to increase
th*eir teaching effectiveness ... should understand teaching concepts and

'practice in relation-to teaching objeclives, and learner and teacher char-
acteristics" (Knox 19801371). vii). One must also understand the rationales
for different teaching approaches and be willing to change One's own
praCtices if they are not adequate to a particular situation.

Characteristics of Good Teaching
Much ha§ been written about the characteristics Of a good teacher. Steven
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Cahn obst;rves that "one cannot be an outstanding teacher without thor-
ough knowledge of subject Matter, but to possess that knowledge does not

..guarantee the ability to communicate -it to a student" (1978, p. ix). He
also asserts that ,because teaching is a creative process, there is no sure
guide to success. Superior instruction, however, requires "motivation,
organization, clarification, and. generalization" (1979, p. 25).

Some authorities stress the popesgion of particular skills in their eval-
uations of outstanding teaching: comprehensive knowle'dge of one's spe-
cjalization and of teaching methods,,Preparat ion for class, clear expression,
a capacity for moti-vating students to' do their best, and the ability to
interact wit-ft groups (Seldin 1980). Bitt, as many point out, "there is no
magical and fixed set of faculty skills that automatically guarantees su-
perior teaching:: (Ebie 1980, p. 81).

Some writers ideptify more'subtle traits. Teaching calls for "intuition,
creativity, improvisation, and exprcviyeness" (Gage E978., p. 15). Flexi-
bility, adaptability, and the ability to learn new skills are often mentioned
(brown and Copeland 1979). Good ingtructors unils:rstand their students

I well and are orientjd more to people than to things (Davies -198 H. Effective
teachers of adults possess a certain empathy and awareness of the cir-
cumstances of more mature students (Knox 19,806; Brown and Copelahd
1979).

. -
-A larg& number of writers feicus on particular personality traits that

accompany effective teaching. For instance, a good teacher is fi-sequently
described as someone, will) is friendly and patient, has a grYod s'ense,of
humor, respects the characteristics oi all his or her students, and is open

,to new ways of teaching. Outstanding teachers love people and relate easily
to them. They are responsive, self-confident, warm, informal in their con-
tat::ts with others. The most frequently mentioned personality, trait is en-
thusiasm. Its positive el Vet on student learning has been well dqcumented.
(Clinic 19i7). According to one view, enthusiasm in a teacher encourages
student to put 'more effort into learning a subject and to enjoy it more,
while a threatening; distant, or hostile environment "creates anxiety and
students learn nothing." Huinility creates a more supportive atmosphere:
for learning than does. arrogance,(Ramsden 1979, p. 426).

Another favorable trait is "likability." This trait is equated with warmth,
friendliness, openness-, floibility, sincere itherest in others, expressing
praise. According to some researchi:r,s, considerable evidence supports the
assertion that people change their attitudes toward thuse they like. There-
fore, "personal likability may be a more important factor in tcaching than
many of ur, vould have supposed" (Uranowitz and Doyle 1978, p. 32). But
to one observer; sensitivity is "the ultimitte characteristic of great teach-
ers" ((iross 1980, p. 37). To others, the key word is "cal'ing" (Rouche and
Snow 1977, p. 121).

Effectiye teaching involves more than what takes place in the class-
room. Several researchers conclude that one main difference between fat:- r

ultv members w'ho are effective teachers and those whU are not is the
amoimt of interaction with students inside and outside the classruom
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(Milton et al. 1978). Outside thc.cfassroom, the Contacts PrOfessors Pitive

-with students that most positively influence their learning are those that
"reinforce and extend the intellectual goals and purpOses of the academic.
.program" (Pascarella and Terenzin1 p.

Ttie best !id-lolly judgment on the subject is perhaps the following:

"The good teacher, like the good parent :combines technical skills with
human sensibilities so that both science and_art contribute to. suc-
cess ['The best teachers] seern capable of change, curious about inno-
vations, quite ready to criticize themselves and join the search for better
procedures and more sptisfying outcomes" (Martin 198 litpp. 151-52), One
student's observation sums up the traits: When aSked what stddents want
in'a teacher he rePlied, "a human being who's not afraid" (SChwartz 1980,

p. 252).

Wa'ys to Improve Instruction .
Efforts to improve instruction can take different forms: (1) increa,sing the
instruCtor's knowledge and strengthening his or her skills; (2) changing
faculty members'.attitudes; (3) changing 'teaching methods; (4) modifying

course .content; (5) changing students' auitudes, motivations, and re-
sponsto; (6) modifying the physicat setting where instruction occurs.
Changing one without the others, however., is likely to have Only marginal

(results. Trying to change teachinginethods without altering faculty mem-
bers' skills .and attitudes,is probably futile. Focusing solely on the instruc-
tor's role without considering students'. responses is'equally fruitless. To
be effective, efforts to improve instruction must take inui consideratiop
all the factors inv,olved..

Inwtovement must start somewhere, however, and most authorities
focus first on the individual instructor and on -what is needed to enhance
his or her skills and knowledge. An individual faculty member can hegkri
to im'prove his or her method of instruction without reference to formal
programs. Many 'iielpful guides have been publishedto assist the neophyte
teachtr (McKeachie 1978; Eble 1976; Milton et al.. 1978).. As most.depart-

ments are accustomed to conventional teaching; however, the attempt by
one individual ,to radically change:teaching methods may have negative
results (Blake, Mouton, and Williams t981). Haphazard, unsystematic ef-
forts to improve instruction are not likelY to be productive. Most faculty
are not prepared for a sustained, self-initiated program of improvement.

"furthermore, several studies-have revealed that many faculty members
have a higher opinion of their teaching-performance than others do and
do not believe that they need to iiiiprove. A 'study at the University of
Nebraska, for example, revealed that 68 percent of the faculty rated them-
selves in the top quarter on teaching performance and 94 percent rated
themselves ahove average (Stordahl 19814.

-Using a colleague's critique in the:improvement of one's instruction is
another device that can be readily employed, but the role of collilgues in
helping to improve one's teaching .has not been ,adequately defined. A-.
distinction must be drawnibetween.evaluation by colleagues for the pur-
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,pose of improving instruction and for the purpose of making decisions
about salary, and tenure. Facult3f colleagues at best .qualified to evaluate
such thing's as one's niastery of course.content, course organization, ap
propriateness or teaching Method, commitment ro teaching, and pupport
of departmental -poliC ies (Cohen and,McKeachie 1980).

An interesting device for Involving colleagues in evaluating instruction
was underthken at Evergreen State Coljege, where_eitch-quarter a faculty

" member was freed from teaching co spend each wee/5 visiting clashes of
(ither faculty members WO had volunteered to be observ;ed. The visinir
ihen Suggested improvepnents, This procedure 'requires the-participation
of committed in,dividuals "who care about teaching and about each other
and who are willing to look closely'at what they-see and to report accu-
raiely how they respond" (Noonen 1980, p. 39).

Most ,writers agree that°to be .most successful, efforts to improve in-
struction must have the support .of the institution: "the institution
stake In the faculty's-performance" abrniss 1981,)). 131). Indeed,.,sorne
lssert that improvement ts'unlikery without the lopport and involvement
of hip-ranking administrators. According this view, "Change can be suc-
cessfully accomplishednlv if those at the top of the administrative ladder
understand why change is needed,- n d give their effOrts and criergY to
bring it about° (Blhke, Mouton, and Williams 1981, pp. 284-85.).

,..

Teaching awards. On5 popular devke fOr enouring improved'instruc-,
tion is the use of "outstanding teacher" awark. While more than half of
all-institutions make suth awards, only about 13 percent of ,cOmmunity
caeges, 26 fiercent.'of teachers colleges, and 80 percent of liberal arts
colleges do (Wilson 1979). The use of such awards has .beerj criticized by
t hose who feet that their intpact is minimal unleS the basic reward system
for facility is chariged. As.long as faculty are reWarded more for research
and publications. than for outstanding teaching,, an'occasional prize or
plaque will' not have much overall effect, Furtheimore,,detractori clan&
that unless faeulty perceive tea,ching as a source of profound satisfaction,
'they will rarely.develop" the.comfriitment needed to achieve sustained
exeellence in witching (Bess 1977). McKeachie takes a similar position,
Ntatin 'g that methods to enhance intrinsic rewards are more likely to be
successful than encouraging goOd teaching with extrinsic rewards (Lewis

and, Becker 1979).

Faculty.development programs. Faculty development programs- were es-
tablished at a rapid rate during the 1970s. John Centra's .1971 and 1976
studies revealed that approximafel7 50 percent of all colleges and uni-
versities had some type of fad:thy development program, including brief
oriNtation sessiOns, leaVet oT absence, financial.- assistance -to, attend
p-rofessional meetings, and more elaborateimprovement programs . Centra
found that 68 percent of the institutions responding to his survey circu-
lated acticles.on improving instruction, 44 percent set aside time in the
academic calendar for facility development, 58.percent prole summer
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411f, 'grants for professional improvement, and 61 percent allowed temporary
. sr, reduction of the normal teaching loacf for the purpose of improving in-

struction (Centra 1978a', p. 198).
More 'recent s'tudies indiCate that the number of formal centers has

increased in the last [M.' ca . Watson estimates that more than 400
colleges and universities have faculty and instructional development pro-

grams (Knox 1980b). Another estimate suqfsts that 15-25 'pervert) of
institutions have formal *centers or committees with programs designed

to help improve teaching, with another 30-50 percent having less for-
malized activities designed for-the same purpose (Erickson and Erickson

1979, p. 670). Authorities declare that "the field of faculty, development
reached maturity in the late.1970s" (Berquist and Phillips 1981, p. 3).

Faculty de'Velopment programs or centers are called by different names.

The most frequently used terms are educationardevelopment, faculty de-
velopment ,irvtructional development, and learning resource. Faculty de-

velopment experts tend to emphasize instructional skills, techniques, and
technologies in the_ir programs. Classroom teachers, on the other hand,

appear to be, more interested in new developments in their own disciplines
(Chait and Gueths 1981 );Those who studY these programs assert.that they

'must be faculty-centered .and involve the teaching staff actiyely in their,
operation (Lawrason and Hedberg 1977). Experts also insist that faculty
development programs should sIress the development of teaching coni

petence in relation to personality and character' as well as to ;techniques

and skills (Ehle 1980).thers point oat that these programs should serve

npt only those whose- skills and attitudeSneed improving but also those

who are successful teachers (Apps 1981).
Some well established programs have developed a record of success

working on, the development of skilfs. Some newer programs focus.on

issues related 'to values and attitudes to interest faculty in change (Davis

1979). Although faculty development programs are modeled differently,
they are similar in their, focus on attitudes, processes, and structures and

their emphasis on organizational development (Berquist and Phillips 1977).

Major centers provide information about highereducation, teaching skills,

.the instructors' own teaching, affective develoPment, awareness of other

disciplines, and how students learn (Gaff 1979).

In 1976, a Professional and Organizational Development Network in
Higher Education was organized, consisting of individuals committed to
working on behalf of professional and instructiOnal development and in-

stitutional change. AS...-h result of the':efforts of its members, faculty de-
elopnwn t programs have received a greaterdegree of aceepiance (O'Connell

1979), but the current financial crisis, at colleges and universities may

- threaten the existence of some faculty development centers.
Some institutions systematically collect bookS,articles, journals, and

reports on the subject of teachirig and related topics for faculty use. The

Center for Researeh on Learning and Teaching at 'he University of Mich-
_

igan publishes,Memo to the Faculty, Which contains articleS on improving

t:eaching. The Journal of Personalized Instruction, begun in 19761eatures
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articles on a variety of research studies. The periodical Itnproving,College
and University InstructiOn contains brief articles on a variety of:subjects .

of interest to those concerned with teaching. One of the Jossey-Bass mon-
ograph series, New Directions for Teaching and Learning, presents ideas
and techniques for improving teaching. gany faculty development centers
publish newsletters.

The Center forIndividualized Education at Empire State College is
one of five centers funded by the Danforth Foundation. If focuses on fac-
ulty-student relationships, individual learning objectives, evaluation, fac-
ulty load, and faculty development. The faculty member's role as mentor
is especially emphasized at_Empire State. According-to one observer, "There
is no other itistitutiorrthatzhas attempted to develop individualized ed-
ucation on so.large a.scale and with so much responsibility for faculty"
(Bradley 1978,13. 34). 9

Strong faculty development programs are also found at New College,
University of Alabama; Metropolitan State University, St. Paul; and Uni-
versity College, University of Minnesote The programs at the University
of MassachusettS and University of Texas at Arlington are also widely
rec_pgnized for their effectiveness.

Leading authorities'in faculty development programs make the follow-
ing conclusions about improving instruction: (1) a systematic design for
courses leads to improved teaching iri many, subjects; (2) closer coordi-
nation of objectives, instruction, ahd measurement would be constructive;
(?) faculty should, use a wicfer variety of instructional methods., (4) in-.
struelion that actively involves students is preferable to methods in which'
students remain passive; (5) greater attention to learners' characjeristics
seems desirable (Mayo and Gilliland 1979).

Although these centers are frequently viewed as remedial, it is
see them as supplying a helpful service to all faculty members.

Their utility in the future may lie in assisting prdfessors to take advantage
of new technologies in instruction. Staffs of learning centers can assist
facultjr, in determining course objectives, diagnosing teaching-learning
problems, and developing materials. They can also be instrumental in
encouraging innovation (Lenning and Nayman 1980).

Although some i!-lairn apt faculty development centers areeffective,
no one has attempted a systematic evaluation of them. Many of the faculty
interviewed for the Project on Faculty Development, conducted by,the
Association of American. Colleges, expressed feelings of "revitalization,
indicating .that their lives had actually changed as ,a...cesult of faculty
development activities" (Nelsen and Siegel 1980, p. 3). Others have crit-
icized them, however, and assei-t that evidence of their success is scanty
(Lindquist 1979; Knapper 1979). Gaff, while admitting that the progranns
are-fragile, believes that faculty development has been put to the test and
that it does work (1979).

Programs for teaching assistants. Efforts have increased recently to im-
prove the training oi graduate students who arecieaching assistants. Tra-
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ditionally .their training in teaching methods has been neglected, but the
demand-for more rigorous instruction, coupled with support from foun-
dations, has led to more programs in universities forteaching assistants.
About 1,900 language and literature departments had some sort of, ap-

prentice .1.eaching activities in 1979. A few universities, such as the 'Uni-

versity of Massachusetts and Indiana University, have campuswide activities
for teirehing assistants.-East Carolina University, Central Michigan Uni-
versity, and the State University 'of NeW.York at Binghamton have in-
ternship programs specificall), for those who teach English in community
colleges. Ohio State University used a grant from the National Endowment
for the Humanities for its Training in Individual Instruction Program,

designed for teaching assistants. The University...of Southern California
and Queens College received grants from FIPSE for programs for teaching
assistants. The Danforth Foundation, Exxon Educational Foundation, and
Pew Memorial Trust also have supported training programs for teaching
assistant (Gibaldi and Mirollo 1981). 44,

The Harvard-Danforth Center for Teaching and Learningoffers a series

of lectures and discussions for the benefit of all Harvard teaching fellows.
The Center also videotapes fellows in the classroom so they can view their

Thaebing and receive sUggiiStirinslorirmiraverrientler--1-98-17arbou-t-40.--per
oent of the teaching-fe,llows took.advantage of this seevice. The videotaping
of classroom teaching is a major feature of the Campu Teaching Program
sponSored by the Big Ten universi ties andthe University of Chicago. SorrIC:,

authorities believe that review of videotapes with consultation is the most

effective way to improve teaching assistants' instruction (Levinson-Rose

and Menges 1981),
At Stanford University, 10.departments participate in an annual Ori-

entation forleaching assistants. The University of California and the
versity of Michigan also have extensive programs (ChangeEditors 1978)..

A project eat the University 'of Nevada produced six videotapes on the
_ teaching of chemistry and six manuals to accompany thern(Mayhew 1977)._

Several university programs .have produced useful handbooks for
teaching assistants. Two of the best are Kellen ruid Walker's Handbook
fin- Teaching Assistants at StanfOrd (1977) and Clonge magazine's How ty

Succeed as a Next. Teachers A Htindbook'fbr Teaching Assistants (1978). It

is paradoxical that just when institutions appear to be encouraging more
attention to the ,training of teaching assistants, fewer teaching jobs are
available' foy.,doctoral candidates.

Cooperation among institutions. A number of institutiong have-cooperated
to improve instruction. Some 'faculty appear more willing to participate
in a service under the direction of a group of colleges than in one operated
by their.own institution. In some eases; aprogram sponsored by a con-
sortium is .ecnnomicarly feasibly when individual institutions cannot af-
ford a center. The Committee orrInstitutional Cooperation, established id
1959 by the Big Ten universities and the University Of Chicago, facilitates
the pooling of restrurces on a Variety of matters of mutual .concern. Its
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series, Development and Experiment in C011ege Teaching, contains articles
on new deVelopments in the teaching of all academic disciplines.

Interest of professional associations. Some professional associations have
shown strong interest in encouraging improving instruction. The Ameri-
can Historical Association sponsors a project on improving teaching, and
its quarterly, AHA Newsletter, regularly contains articles on the subject.
A mimeographed list of innovations in. the teaching of history has been
made available t o the membership. Useful professiona1.journals devoted
to encouraging the improvement of instruction include TeachingSociology,

Journal of Pesearch in Mathematics Education, InstruCtional Science, Teach-
ing of Psychology, an0 Improving College and University Teaching.

The grant program of the American Sociological Association's Project
on Teaching Underiraduate Sociology,' however, was discontinued after
three years because it was not cost effective (Levinson-Rose and Menges

1981).

Faculty growth contracts. Faculty growth contracts are another device to
raise the performance level of the faculty. A growth contract is a plan
drawn up-by a faculty member describing-fits- orher -timetable for self-
improvement, the specific goals for the year, and the intended means for
accomplishing goals and evaluating performance. The plan usually is ac-
companied by a budget. Growth contracts are used at New College, Uni-
versity of Alabama; College of the Mainland (Texas City); Wharton County
Junior College; and the College of Education, University of Massachuktts
(Gross 1976).

Gordon College has probably used growth contracts more extensively
than any other institu'tion. A faculty member entering the program writes

*profile containing an assessment of strengths and -weaknesses and a
description of long-range personal and professional ,goals. This profile
forms the h-asis of yearly individual development plans.iSince 1976 when
the program was instituted, all but one of the college's faculty Members
have written at least one growth contract (Carlberg 1981).

Evaluation of faculty by others. Professionals disagree abodt the useful-
'ness of students' evaluation in improving instruction. Several authorities
(Levipson-Rose and Menges 1981; Rotem and Glasman 1977) think they

are valuable, especially in providing feedback to instructors on their styles
and Methods. A few seriously question whether the information supplied
result's in changing faculty teaching habits. Some have questioned the
validity of students' opinions on teaching, suggesting that they are not as
precise as they seem and can be manipulated (Thielens 1977;Centra 1979).
Furthermore, those teachers who most need to improve may not realize
their weaknesses from the Iresults of students' questionnaires. Students'
atings 'may provide onlY part of the picture, and even the most reliable

z!valuatiOns give primarily a measure'of students: implessions of instruc-
ion (Knapper 1978).
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Others believe, however, that students are able to note the major strengths
in their professors without being unduly influenced by external factors
(Stumpf, Freedman, and Aquanno 1979). One study of the uSe Of students'
,evaluations indicates that giving instnictors the opportunity to view stu-
dents ratings at mid-semester led to improved ratings over the usual end-
of-term evaluations (Price and Goldman 1981). Another study points to
the increased usefulness of students' evaluations when the information is
accompanied by consultation with a more experienced teacher who is able
to supply encouragement and suggestions for improvement. Furthermore,
the utility of students' evaluations may vary depending upon the instruc-
tor's ability and- experience; For those who are poor teachers, "improve-
meet involves diagnosis and elimination of serious weaknesses," while for
good or excellent teachers, "improvement may involve developing clearer
conceptualizations of teaching ... or refining exiaing skills" (McKeachie
et al. 1980, p. 122).

ik variation of the usual type of evaluation by students has been de-
veloped at the University of Washington. Small Group. Instructional Di-
agnosis was created to combine consultation with students' ratings. At
mid-term, students address a number of questions raised by a facilitator,
who-later provides feedback to the instructor of .the course. Scheduling
the informal evaluation sessions in the middle of the term provides time
for improving teaching skills before the course is concluded. It is believed
that allowing sufficient time for change to occur increases students' com-
mitnient to the process ofo improving instruction (Redmond and Clark
1082).

Most experts agree that when faculty use students' ratings for self-
improvement, a sufficient number of students should be involv"ed, ratings'
should be free of bias, and an overall assessment rather than specific items
shourd be emphasized (Centra 1979).

The sevaluation of a faculty member's performance by peers can en-
courage better teaching. Some colleges use an evaluation system service,
such as the Kansas State University Center for Faculty Evaluation and
Development (Perlberg 1979). No one faculty evaluation system is Gest.
For any evaluation scheme to work, there must be strong administrative
support, extensive faculty involvement, experts in the institution to help
develop br revise the system, and a general acceptance of the need for
improvement (O'Connell and Smart 1979).

The Relationship betwen Teaching and Research
Authorities disagree about the relationship between research and teach-
ing, the relative weight given each in decisions about promotion and ten-
ure, and whether scholarly xperts are the best teachers. One study of
d6partment heads show's that while the research universities emphasize
research and scholarship, the comprehensive colleges and universities and
those that grant doctoral degrees rank teaching first, followed by research.
Some doubt exists, however, as to department heads' conviction about
the importance of jeaching (Centre I 977a).
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One extreme point of view is that it is not possible for an otttstanding
teacher to be an outstanding researcher (Apps 1981). A more moderate
position is that research and teaching are not necessarily complementary
(Se [din 1980) or necessarily in conflict (McKeachie 1978). The results of
research on this questioruare ambiguous. One problem in looking for a
relationship is that effective teaching is broadly. distributed, while re-
search productivity appears to be more narrowly distributed (Altbach and
Slaughter 1980); A recent study at Franklin and Marshall College corro-
borates other studies at larger institutions, indicating only a slight rela-
tionship between research and teaching performance. While the study
reveals that faculty members who are active researchers tend tobe some-
what better teacher's, the relationship is not a strong one (Michalak and

Friedrich 1981).
Sherman (1977) poses a different approach to the question, attacking

the traditional assumption that students must be taught by experts, the

more expert the better. He believes that the successful employment of
student proctors, especially in PSI courses, indicates that qualities other
than extensive knowledge of a particular subject are more important it
ensuring high quality teaching. This argument reinforces the views of
others who maintain that instructors should be viewed more as facilitators
than as authoritative experts who know all the answers: According to this
view, less direction and structure are needed in a course the older and
more mature the gtudents; what the profession requires is a philosophical
shift,in the attitudes of teachers in general (Weathersby and Tarule 1980).

Especially in universities, research is accorded a much higher status
than is teaching. Many faculty members and administrators, and to some

extent the public, value scholarship more highly than teaching. Research
scholars a're viewed as creative explorers, discovering new information,
developing new interpretations, opening new frontiers. Teachers, on the
other hand; are,considered by some as retailers of information, standing
on a lower rung of the academic status ladder.- ExpertS point out that the
mdre faculty and administrators divide the two activities, the more dif-
ficult it is to make clear their interdependence. According to I.orman
Ratner, "A good teacher must continually test ideas on peers as well as

on students Research is important to teaching for i number of reasons,
but perhaps the most important is to keep reminding tile faculty that the
teacher must remain always one who also learns" (Guskin 1981, p. 9).

Other Considerations
Some authorities emphasize the fact that just thinking about improving
teaching is not enough. A significant number of excellent ideas fail because

their proposers 4, re not practical in pursuing their implementation. Ed-
ucational innovation thus becomes political problem in that the inno-
vator must get others involved early in planning (Licklider 1981).

Frequently progress is made by slow and steady steps with support
provided to "the individual professionals in whose Hands the quality of
higher learning ultimately lies." Instructional improvement cannot be
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forced "by formal policy and personnel review'''. but must result from the
willing commitment and involvement of instructors (Linclquist 1979, pp.

-22).
With disagreement among experts on how to improve instruction, it

is understandabte that there would be little consensus on the prospects
for raising the quality of teaching. At one extreme are the views that "a
number of currently popular theories of instruction do not appear to have
much relevance for most professors" and that "new and innovative styles
of teaching have not established themselves" (Mayhew 1979, pp. 213, 221).
As one critic states, "Silence and passivity drift like fog through the class-
rooms and hallWays of colleges" (Kraft 1978, p. 4-1).

At the other extreme are the optimistic notions that the real concern
should be not with instruction but with learning and that the challenge
that faculty members can meet is to cre,ate the'environment and facilitate
those experiences that enable learning to-take place (Davies 1981, p. v).
According .to this view, the success of teaching is ultimately determined
"by what the student learns, not by what the teacher does or insists that
the students do" (Dressel 1980, p. 113)..

Between the extremes oroptimism and pessimism is the point of view
that there is no best way, to improve instruction, and no one best decision
to be made about faculty development, responding to students' evalua-
tions, or rewarding good teaching. "At the heart of the matter is the ques-
tion of whether the traditional roles of the classroom teacher and the
campus will change in response to an emerging generation of learners and
learning needs which are neither sequential, predictable, nor orderly in
the manner to which educators have become accustomed" (Heermann,
Enders, and Wine 1980, p. 9).

Those desiring to improve teaching should develop sound goals with
respect to their students and themselves, determine the teaching methods
that will best help meet those goals, determine the skills and behaviors
that are consistent with those teaching methods, decide how those skills
can be developed, and attend apPropriate workshops and seminars to
improve those skills (Eble 198.0). The advantage of this approach is that
an individual can improve instruction in the most appropriate way for
him or her.

To be really effective, therefore, a program to improve instruction must
be tackled systematically and coherently. Once the administration shows
strong support, the faculty accept their.need to improve, And the-process
of reform begins, instruction can be upgryded throughout the institution.
Improving instruction should not be an isolated activity left to a few
committed individuals. It must be a central concern of a sizable segment
of a college or university community, receive sufficient, sustained support,
and be accorded high priority by faculty members.
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The Relevance of Faculty Attitudes

Faculty members' attitudes are important in determining the prospects
for improved instruction. No matter how effective a particular strategy
appears to be, the participating faculty must have a positive attitude about
it if it is to succeed. Faculty members' attitudes are relevant in terms of
several considerations: the attitudes they hold about themselves, about
teaching in general, about students, about their instinition, about their
discipline and the academic profession, and about change in general.

It is difficult to generalize about several hundred thousand faculty
members in a wi'de variety adisciplines, and most writers are careful not

to make simplistic stateenents. Nevertheless, authorities cite several gen-
eralizations that seem valid in describing the Profession at large...Although
instructors may be specialists in their field, few hafe been trained in
teaching, and even fewer have been introduced to instructional technology
(Hoover 1980).

Many faculty members view their classroom as their own domain. They
translate the idea of academic freedom into the right to do what they want
in their.own courses. They view evaluation of their' teaching performance
as a threat to their autonomy rather than as a way to improve prOfessional,
performance. They are more receptive to advice from more experienced
professors than from administrators, outsiders, or experts in educalional
psychology (Cohen and Brawer 1977; Gaff 1978):

Although-eel-lege-and-university. inctrortors_ate,generally more liberal

than the rest of the pepulation on political, economic, and social issues,
they tend to be conservative in matters of educational. theory. They gen-
erally resisi proposals for change in the curriculum, in teaching methods,
and in their role in the academic institution (Mayhew 1979). According
to one study, approximately 90 percent of the facolty surveyed at 24 col-
leges and universitieS judged themselves to be above average or superior
teachers (Chait and Gueths 1981). Given such a strong senseof, superiority
and, perhaps, self-satisfaction, it is understandable why resistance to change

should be so great.

Attitudes toward Teaching
Most authorities. assert that university professors are generally more ori-
ented toward research and publicaticin than toward teaching. Teaching
appears to be less related td the university professor's personal, profes-
sional, and intelleclual interests. According to this view, "professors at-
tribute little importance to the removal of discrepancies in the teaching '

domain" (Rotem and Glasman 1977, p. 80). Faculty in two-year colleges,

on the other hand, are interested primarily in teaching. That does not
mean, however, that they are automatically open to change. "Many in-
structors still see their own presence as the most important thing they
can offer to the students; consequently, they resist automated teaching
devices" (Cohen and Brawer '1977, p. 41).

The generally favorable attitude thatlaculty members express toward
research and publication is curious ip the light of their activity in this
area.in the 1977 Ladd-Lipset,survey of faculty members, 58 percent of
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the professors had not published a book or m nograph, and about 33
epercent had never published a scholarly articl . The bulk of scholarly

derhic professionak In
cent of those responding
rch (Seldin 1980).
g factor. A faculty'mem-

truction;may encounter
-It actions as an indirect

publications comes from a small minority of ac
another Ladd-Lipset survey, approximately 75 pe
expressed more interest in teaching than in rese

Attitudes toward innovatioe; can be ah inhibiti
ber who changes his or her style or method of in
antagonism from colleagues who interpret su
criticisha of them. Few instructors are able to successfutlY adopt teaching'.
practices that are too different from those of their cplleagues (Cohen and,
Brawer 1977). I

FAcfilty members attirudes toward the improVement of teaching un-;
derstandably vary. At *one extreme is the position that anyone with a
doctoral aegree can teach well enough for any collei!: student (Mandell
1977)and that excellence in a particular specialization autornaticallY brinis
with it the ability to teach thatsubject or else the capacity to learn teaChing
skills quickly through informal communication with &:Illeagues (Knapper'
et -al. 1577). At the other exert:me is the position that instructors know
what constitures*good teaching because they have worked hard to achieve
it over the years and feel unwilling to et:Insider, newer methods or styles.
Faculty members' resistance to some newer technological teaching aids,
such, as the computer, videotape, and audiotape, appears to be*based on
t is premise (Mayhew . Lcause many- acu
graduate school beim e the widespread use of computers, they prefer to
delegate computer work to their assistants rather than to master the new
technology themselves (Bailey 1978).

The influence-of traditionalism' ig strong. "There is a reassuring sim-
plicity in thes old wa9s of teaching. They may not work well but they are
a solid tradition to.fall back on. ...Th.:. irony' of this order is not simply
the static knowledge it produces, but also the alienation it provokes" (Shor
1980, pi. 122). Eble expresses a kinder View, asserting that acceptance of
a large role for personality in teaching "comes hard for a university fac-
ulty" (1980, p. 2).

Despite this overall resistance to change, however, faculty on sorne
campuses are using recent advances in educaiional technology and are
recepiive to new ideas about 'effective teaching.

Attitudes toward Students
Faculty express ambivalent attitudes toWard students. Most professorS
hate formed.opinions of students over a period of time, and most students
probablY fail to live up to their professors' expectations. Despite the many
negative reactions faculty express about s,tudents, however, the majority
appear to view their students as indeed ,capable of learniihg and as indi-
viduals whose interests deserve respect.

Qne limitation in faculty members' understanding students, however,
is their general lack of extensive knowledge about students' aptitudes and
personality traits. Many faculty lack a sophis*ated understanding of the
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psychological factors that bear oalearniag or of students' developmental
needs (Mayhew 1979)..

It is the increased influence of student evaluations that,appears to
trouble many faculty. Professors often resent student evaluations: "To
demand that faculky transceiid the fears and pressures which student
ratings place upon them, particularly in these days of budgetary con-
straints and retrenchment, is simply naive. The process should be rec-
ognized for what it is: demeaning, arbitrary, and demoralizing" (Raskin
arid Plante 1979, p: 383).

Attitudes toward their Institutions
Making generalizations about faculty members' attitUdes toward their
institutions.is risky. Some faculty may relate more to their discipline than
to the institution where they teach. On the other hand, many are very
much involved in their college pr university community and identify closely
.with their own inStitution. They believe that they should have a major
say in determining institUtional policy. Many professors doubt that in-
stitutions needto expend effort to raise the quality of teaching. Given the
necessary support and tirde, they feel capable of improving on their own
(Stordahl 1981). Indeed, fotmal faculty development programs pose a threat
to many faculty members,(Hoyt and Howard 1978).

Att-liudes-towartLehange
Faculty members' attitudes toward change are also difficult to eategprize.
The scholarly approach calls for an open mind and a.willingness to alter
conclusions -and interpretations in the face of new evidence: However,
faculty possess thai resistance to change.that characterizes most humans.
Perhaps they are just more articulate in expressing that resistance.

Some writers wonder whether professors are sufficiently aware of the
serious problems confronting higher education in the 1980s. "Do they
realize the extent to-which their professional existence, not to mention
the opportunities for .high-qu'ality performance, is threatened? Faculty
members use the words of scarcity, decline, and reallocation, but their
hearts are not in it" (Miller 1979, p. 95). Many factors appear to be re-
sponsible for this situation: Earlier warnings of retrenchment were per-
haps not realized; faculty members exhibit a certain degree ofunworldliness;
as a profession, they are said to be not attuned to practicalities.

A number of experts talk about the "increased sense of insecurity among
many faculty ,members" becaise of intensifying problems with finances
and enrollment (Guskin 1981, 0. 2). Others maintain that with relatively
few young people joining the profession, the average age of faculty is rising
and that aging is accompanied by increased resistance to change (Mayhew

1979)'
All these considerations are bound\-.to affect college and .university

teaching and faculty members' attitudes'toward the ifnProvement of in-
struction. On the one hand, professors should feel 'motivated to imprOve

to strengthen their own position in the academic marketplace. On the
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'Other hand, circumnstances are so serious and impending change looms as..
such 'a threat that some instructors may give up on efforts to improve
because the future appears so bleak.

Cr
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Recent Data on Methods of Instruction
t .

The current literature is rich in information about the wide varrety ;of
instructional methods preently employed in colleges and universities.'

II . Cahn (1978), Centra (1977b), Eble (1980), Gaff (1978), Korma, Belle, and
Williams (1978), and Milti'm et at. (1978) provide useful summaries of
methods from lecture to discussion, from seminar to simulation. Although
at least 70 percent of undergraduate teaching still relies on the lecture
method (Mandell 1977; Berquit'and Phillips 1981), educators report an

increased interest.in new teaching.techniques, especia4 those invd ing
the individualization of instruction and those that respond to the m c
diverse student body served by higher.education hi the 1980s. Experts
also report an increased interest in The personal aspects of learning, re-

flecting the extensive attention given to adillt development. .

.
Friedlander's report on teaching practices in the sciences reflects the

combi6ation of the traditional and khe innovative. According to a .1977
national survey of science teachers in 1 ommunity Colleges, 94 percent used

the lecture method, 81- percent claS discussions, 46 percent media., 25
Percenj students' verbal presentations, 10 percent field trips,'and 10 per-
cent simulation/games (Brawer 1980). .

The different teaching methods currently used can be concOtualized
in- several models. One might classify them in terms of the learning or
instructional theories on tkrhich t ey are based or on the basis of control
by instructor or by student. They night be.classified according to whether

they focus on the cognitive or affective asPects of learning. The most useful
division appears to be one used by Berquist and'Phillips (1981), which
organizes teaaing methods ineo three major classifications content-'
based, student-based:and interaction-based.

Those who focus primarily on subject matter, especially the-behaviorist
school, use content-based teaching methods. The student-based methods
seek to respond to the learner's needs and interests, with the instructor
less in control and the student playing a dominant role in identifying
outcomes. The interaction-based mkhods reWct the assumption that
learning occurs primarily through the give-and-take between teacher and

, student, student and student, or student,and escperience. These metho,ds

devote.more attention to 'the instructional setting than to c-overage of a

particular amounf of information (Berquist and Phillips 1981), .

Although a modification of this model is employed in the followilig
pages, it is important to bear in mind that many faculty members ust, a

variety of !eaching methods, depending upon circumstances, One might
combine lecture and discussion on a regular basis or change the pace of

a course by using educational technology or simulations where these de-

vkes are more effective than traditional methods. Each method-reflects

a basic assumption about the teaching/learning experience and the-nature
of human behavior, even though such assumptions ufay not always be
clear to the instructor or student. Oneimportant variable in thefollowing
discussion is the extent to whicit the particular method allows for indi-
vidual variations in students'. ability and the extent towhich it encourages
the student's active involvement in the learning process.
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ylethods Emphasizing Content,
Lecture. The leeture.method an Nary. depending on whether the lecturer
is imparting inforrilatiork, clarifying an interpretation, or focusing on a
problem. Although the leeture is the most widely used method of insn'uc-
tion, it is also the most requeittiv criticized. It is useful when the' factual
information imparred is not irtidil accessible or when the' subject matter
is particularly confung to the student. (I looYer 1980).

. Successful lecturing reqiiiires certain skills arid cateful.j. eriaration.
Lectures can praide a framework for students, nunivate them, introduce
a new fielek sin1011Y complex,subleets, and provi,cle a lot of material quickly.
They can: be Modified to meet students' i ners ts find level of. ability.
Indeed, experts nunntain tharthe effeetive lecturer is the one \A:ho knows
his teudience and can a'ccoamodate the message to the background and
interests of the listeners" (Kozma, Belle, and WilliamS 1978. . p.154).

The lecture is a.means ol communication in which the instructor dom-
inates. The tudent has little opportuThtv to influence the informatir
pi escnted ol its rate of flow, B4stert identiliA seven types of lecturers:
the scholai immersyd in his subiect: the flashy, overwhilming personality:,
the phrase miner; the brisk, conf ident, ito-nonsense professional; the witty
performer; the serious, obviously mature human being; the casual, mean-
dej-ing informal commentator" (Cahn 1978 pp. 16.-17). .

Thr heavy reliance on the,lecture is probably lint jrit died. Lecture
notes can become stale quickly; presentations can become too mechanicill.
In one study-, students tested al ter one week retained only 24 percent of
the material. given in lectures and only 17 pereim.t arter two wetAs (Mayo
and Gilliland 1979). The lecture' method is criticized for being an inefficient
way of transferring knowledge; for providing.little feedback to either in-
structor or .student, and for relying exclusively on oTfil 'communication
(Berquist and Philkps 1981), To one ,expert, "Iris not at all an effective,
way to teach students to think for themselves" (travel! 1980 p. 130).

Experts iitaintain that many lectures are poor: few are outstanding,
According to one authority, most faculty; memb4s ale, not capable "of
more than fifteen or soTectures that are trulv creatiye in organizing old
material in a new way or presenting new material at, the edge of the
unknown" (Riesmaii 1980, p. 278). Several educaitors asSert that lectures
can be imprmed by carefully organizing the course material, by getting
students...41 interact. during the class hour, and 1).y u'iiiilenienting the lec-
ture with discussion (Bowman 1979).

Rowe advocate's iinproving lecture's by adoptirig the "pauing princi-
ple." She declai es that even good students experience mental lapse's when

lecturer make's an unobserYed shift in context, introduces an idea the
student fails-to grasp, or stimulates an independent chain of thought. She'
recommends a two-minute pause several times during a lecture to give
students a chance to share notes and make comments (Bower 1980).

McKeachie has a committee of studei.ts who read his lecture 'notes a
week in advance and suggest revisions. Ile finds this device valuable' in
increasing the st mien ts',sense of participation in the course (1978).
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'The lesson. The I.esson method, sometimes called the quest ion-and-answ.er
recitatipn, is part way,beteen the lecture -and the tutorial and indepen-
dent stUdy methods. It avoids the passivity of the lecture and requires the
presentation of material sd as to secure the optimum participation by
students. It involves the planned useof queslions followed by explanations .

'and demonstration's,
Its advantages include flexibility, adaptability tp groups oC different

sizes, and encouragement of students' active Mvolvemen t. The lesson mehod"
is not usefUl in handling compleX, clew:tied subject matter..It takes more
time than a lecru,re,apd is not effective for Very- small.;.ir verylarge groUps,
but it has been called "one bf the-most vent-Sadie and useful of allfinStruc--
tional methods" (Davies 1981, p. 49). .

Audiovisual instruction. "Audiovisual instrUction" refers to ihe varidus
technological aids designed to improve instrqction, including film, alides,
transparencies, videotape, television, videddisc, and other techniques. Their' %,
introduction was.partly to accommodate larger classes tha'n can be served
by the traditional lecture, but a more compelling reasonfor their present
use is to -reach the nontraditional learner and to serve .thow who are
-housebound or handicapped. The primary value of audiovisual instrtict ion
is,to supplement the traditfonal classroom techniques and to vary teaching
methods.. It appeals to students v,ho prefer yisuafforms of communication. ,

More has been written about instructional television than any other
aitcliovisual technique. Instructional television has not realixed, its full
potential (Shorenstein 1978). Most educators believe that it is most effec-

tive Mien combined with other inst-ructional techniques (Ackerman and
Lipsitz 1977).. Its irnpatt is also increased when viewers are inspired to
respond in some way to the instruction they are receivihg.and when the

. camera Words scenes that stimulate learning (Kozma, Belle, and Wil-
lianrs 1978).

To become proficient in using instructional television, one must, be

,suffiently familiar with'one's subject to recognize when production pro-
cedures interfere with the authenticity of.one's teaching. Television in-
structors must have personalities strong enough to becorufortable 'with
the medium and flexible enough to work with'television technicians (Crow
1977). Television can force a lecturer to organize material better and to

.
improve the clarity of his oi her presentation. .

Instruetional television can free the instructor from repetitive instruc-,
t ion. It can save teaching time. Students can see and hear everything tha,t
is on camera. The quality of instruction can be uniform; the best lectures
carLbe preserved and reused. It alrei has limitations, howeverthe initial
cost, the lack of personal contact; insufficient feedback from and involve-
ment of students in the learning-process, and an intaggeration of personal
idiosyncrasies (Herold 1976). For some institutions, Ihe cost is a Major
deterrent to more extensive use (WOod and Wylie 19717).

Some institution's use instructional televisiog on large scale, The .

Dallas County Community College District, witti four"'cainpuses, offers ,
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college, credit courses by public television to more than 10,000 students
each year. The system at the State University of NeUraska takes advantage
of a nine-station statewide public television network. Regional learning
ceniers supply a directlink between the learner and the delivery system.
Printed materials, audiotape cassettes, and instructionaLkits are mailed
to students, and a- WATS telephone line links the 'centers with students
taking courses by television (AckerMan and Lipsitz 1977). The Miami-Dade
Community College award-winning series, "The Art of Being Human,"
will be aired on public television in Lite 1982.

Instructional televisipn has stimulated interinstitutional cooperation.
The Association for Gra Education and Research of North . Texas
(TAGER) is a consortium .10 eolleges and universities that share their'
resourceS' by instructiOnal television. Each TAGER institution has class-
rooms or studios from which it can originate programs for the network
and classrooms where students can view the progratris coming from other
institutions (Crow.1977). The University of Quebec is using the HERMES
satellite to supply lectures, seminars, and discussions by television with
opportunities for students' questions And comments through an audio link.
The same satellite has been used to link Carleton University in Ottawa
%Vitt] Stanford Uniyersity in California (Knapper 1980). The Corporation
for PublicBrdadcasting Plans to-allocate $5 million for the production a
college-level courses and for demonstrations of new ways io use television'
in hight:r education..Shortly after its announcement, the Corporation re-
L'eived 227 .

Proposals for consideration (Chronicle of Higher- Education,
December 9, 1981). .

In the near future, videodiscs will compete favorably with other tech-
nological aid.s. They may completely replace motion pictures in college
classrooms (Ackerman and Lipsitz 1977). The videodisc, which looks like
It phonograph record, is a remarkable development: With some 18.,000
tracks per radial inch, the videodisc creates a new dimension in teaching
and learning. Its major advantages over television are that the viewer can
select the time to wateh a lesson and can control the disc by stopping at
a single frathe, slowing the'rnotion, reversing it, or speeding it up. Groups
demonstrating its usefuiness in a variety of disciplines include the U.ni-
yersity of Nebraska videodisc design/production grimp, the University t.
Utah/WICAT group, and the Utah State University group. Vidernliscs dr- -
matically lower the costs of reproduction compared with film and vid ,o-
cassettes. Experts claim that "the relative cost advantage of videodis c.. is
very;likelv to increase during the coming decade.. ..[V]ideodise may be
the only mediurmwe can afford.by the end of the decade" (Schneide and
Bennion 1981, p. 57). /

Properly developed, audioviSual aids can accelerate reform in instruc-
tion... !

. .

/.. .

Computer Instruction. The computer has many applications for instruc-
tion. It is used for testing and scoring, prdctice and drills, tqlorial pro-
grams, simulations and garnes, problem solving, and confereneing. The

,.
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computer can supplement and enrich the content,. of practically every
course (Bailey 1978; Kozma, Belle, and Williams 1978). Nearly 30 percent
of undergraduate juniors and seiiiors currently take cornputer courses
.(Boyer and Leyine 1981). 7

Computers can be used in teaching in two wayscomputer-assisted
instructi.on (CAI) and computer-managed instruction (CMI). In CAI, a stu-

dent sits at a computer te:rminal win continuous dialogue with the com-
puter. The student makes entrieg in response to instructions, and the
computer is programmed to vary subsequent instructions in accordance
with these inputs.-In CMI, the comPuter can handle up to 200 students at
each terminal, because most of the instruaion is chine away .from the
.computer. The computer gives individualized instructions, and the student
completes die work off-line. The computer subsequently evaluates the
learning and diagnoses weak areas, prescribing further work if necessary
(Mayo and Gilliland 1979). CMI cv diagnose and storeinformation about
students, assign appropriate study methods, continuously conduct 'as-
sessments, and supply faculty with a wealth of data on students' perfor-
mance. MiamiLDade Community College uses CMI extensively in its Response
System with Variable Prescriptions (Cross 1976).

The PLATO system (Programmed Logic for Automated Teaching Op-
eration) is the best known of the computer-assisted instructional systems.
koused at the University of Illinois, PLATO is a computer facility simul-
taneously serving nearly 1,000 remote users of terminals with, responses
in fractions of a-second. PLATO operatesthrough.a. network with widely
distributed terrninals linked bY telephone lines! The TICCIT system (Time-

shared Interactive Computer--Controlled Information Television) com-
bines conventional television, cable technology, and microcomputers. It
is designed to operate with terminals in a learning resource center and
supports local instructional computing facilities:One TICCIT system serves'

up to 128 terminals (Gage1976; Kulik, Kulik, and Cohen 1980).
Evaluations of -the PLATO and TICCIT systems yield contradictory

results. It is difficult to obtain accueate figures of the acceptance of com-
puter instruc'tion in.regular courses. An Educational Testing Service study
of both systems revealed that students and faculty waeted favorably to
the PLATO system but that its use had no significant impact oh student
achieyeinent. The evaluation of TICCIT revealed an improvement in stu-
dent achievement, but students in TICCIT classes were more likely to drop

out than those in...conventionally taught classes (Murphy and Appel 1977;
Kulik, and Cohen 1980). Neither systern has yet reached its full

poten Oaf .
Computer instructional systems Save substantial amounts of student

time. Students learn as much when using computer instructional systems
as they do through.traditional teaching methods:Institutions spend widely
different amounts on computer instruction, ranging from $29 per student
at sinall colleges to $130 per student at large universities (Hamblen and

Landis 1980). Computer simulation is especially valuable for students
because it allows them to design and run a number of experiments in a

42
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short t'ime. The availahilit of computers also makes possible independent
research projects (Benedict and Butts 1981).

, .-,
. Widespread acceptance of microcomputers, xvnicn are complete sys-
tems operating in, a self-contained unit, is predicted. Microcomputers are

-already popular in computer science, engineering, and physics courses:
According to a .1979 study, at sonic institutions the amount ot instruction
by microcomputers had already exceeded that provided to students by
centralized computers. It is claimed that microcomputers xvill have great
impact, as a tool for students' learning and on the role of the professor.
"The advantage Which the proTeSsor holds over thdstudent in terms of
knowledge and skills . . will be reduced. Students will ,acc6ss more in-
formation directly. than has been.posible with book formats (Zinn 1980,
p. 122). Between 1978 and 1980, mote tharr 100,000 microcdmPuters were
sold. According to one estimate, in the ery near future the number.of
microconlputers in use will be in the millions, and a large proportion of
institutions will be -using 'Personal comput5rs in their educational pro-
grams (Lewis and Tagg 1980).

. Fpr some, computers seem to pose a threat, but to others they open
new vistas of potential for extending and improving instrictiop.Aecording
to a view that is becoming more widely accepted, "The increasing tech-.,
nologjcal sophistication of oursociety requires that people ,learn more
conlplieated subject.material and skills.and perform those skills at higher
standards of performance" (O'Neil, 1981, p, xi).

. .
.

.
.

Audio-tutorial instrUction. The audio-tutorial .system, fo'unded by S. N.
Postlethwait at Purdue University', is a multifaceted, multiMedia approach
b'yl,Yhich the student seeks to meet course objectives.by following instruc-

, tions tape reCorded by the professor. Students proceed at thejr own pace.
They follow the instructions on the tape, stopping when nece'ssary to read,
view films, conduct experiments, or consult with tAe instructor. They are
able to:bypass those portions of the subject they already know. The audio-
tutorial system co thines tape with printed materials and uses a study-
la boratory with a f -ulty member readily ayailable when needed for con-
sultation. The original audio-tutorial program combined independent mudy
with a'general assembly session and a small assembly session (Milton et
al. 1978).

.

The major research done on audio-tutorial instruction reveals that it
"has been at least as effective as traditional teaching in stinlulating stu-
dent achievement, and in many-cases it can lead to significant increases
in student learning" (Kulik and Jaksa 1977, p. 17).

Audio-tutorial instruction is especially popular in the sciences. Ac-
cording to some studies, students learn faster under this systern than under
the lecture method, and.students seem to preterit to conventional teaching
methods. One disadvantage is the expense involved in setting up and
maintaining the system. Sonic faculty members believe it is more chal-
lenging to develop an audio-tutorial system. than to prepare a more con-
ventional lecture-laboratory sequence..Anot her disadvantage is that, because
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it is.self-paced, some students procrastinate in meeting Obligations for the

course. Themajor responsibility for learning rests with the student
(Russell 1978),

Personalized system of instruction. The personalized system of instruc-
tion, or the Keller Plan as it is popularly called, has been described as
"the most revolutionarv '. approach to college teaching in the past fifty
years" (Hoover 1980, p, 53).-It is a system that allows the student to learn
material, and to be tested on it, at his or her own speed. PSt has five major
diaracteristics: It emphas'izes the written word for the most effective com-
munication between instructor and student. It requires a student's maS-
tery ol one unit before going to the next. It permits students ..to pace
thOmselves, proceeding through a course as quickly or as slowly as -they

wish. Lectures and demonstrations, which are normally voluntary, are
used to increase students' motivation rather than as a means for conveying
information. Superior students are used as proctors to assist in the course
(Sherman and Ruskin 1978). As J. Gilmour Sherman points out, PSI is a

method "for implementing the philosophy of individualized instruction.
It shifts t he emphasis of education to a goal:of teaching for accomplishment
from that of merely selecting for achievement': (Bijou and Ruiz 1981, p.-

282).
Advantages of PSI include allowing students to progress at their'own

pace, requiring. them ,10 accept responsibility for t heir own learni ng, .10-
ctising un mastery learning rathei than .tin formal instrUctiOn, 'and pro-
viding systematic feedback to students on their. progress. A PSI lust,-
can devote his or her attention to those students who need it mo:
advantages include the fact that the systeM works less well for unnh,
vated students and for those who need constant supervision, requires
considerable preparation by faculty to initiate', offers a lonely type of'

educational experience for sonic learners, and is incompatible with the
scheduling and crediting procedures on 'some camPuses (Davies 1981;
BerquiSt and Phillips 1981). 'Some experts beheYe the greatest problem
for faculty is the adjustment in their traditional role. "They must become

course designers and course managers rather than performers. They must
forego t he immediate gratification of lecturing for the delayed gratification
of improved student 'performance at the end of the ,cOurse" (Milton et al.

1978, p. 162).
Initially PSI courses were taught in psychology. Now they are found

in practically every field. The number ,of articles on PSI as a teaching
method now exceeds 1,000. The overwhelming majority of research studies

point to its Superiority over traditional teaching methods in terms of
student achievements and satisfaction with course content. Thejnost re-
cent analysis o research studies reveals that PSI

generally produces superior student achievement, and higher student rat-
ings in college courses, but does not affect course withdrawal or student
study.time in these courses PS1's superiority can be demonstrated in
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a variety of course settings with a number of different research designs
Kulik, and Cohen _I979a, p. 307).

-

Mastery learning. Mastery learning is not a particular method of instruc-
tion but a concept that has far-reaching implications for all methods. It
has been called "a revolutionary concept that lies at the heart of the new
teaching strategies" (Cross 1976, 15. 11). Mastery learning is based on the
premise that all students should be allowed to learn at the same high
level, regardless of the time required for thern4o do so. Mastery learning
involves a flexible'attitude toward the.meaning of aptitudes and an op-
timistic view, of the capacity of all students to learn if given sufficient
time. A MasterY Learning Program was initiated at tif City Colleges of
Chicago to raise students' achievement levels and reduce students' attri-
tion rates. According to research results, "Students in mastery classes
scored, higher on final examinations, attained higher course grades, and
were less likely to withdraw than students .'taught by more traditional
methods" (Guskey and Monsaas 1979, p. 263).

Methods Focusing on Students
TUtorial instruction. The s.trongest advantage of tutorial instruction is
,that.it can be individualized education at its best. Although the objective
of tutorial instruction is to assist a student to acquire specific.knowledge
and skills, the student must be actively involved in the decisiOns about
the instruction for it to be successfur. Tuforial instruction usually requires
closely monitoring the student's progress. To be effective, the participating
faculty member must mtidify his or her presentation and course content
to meet the needs of the student. Tutorial instruction can be used for
students of yarytng abilities. It appears to be especially helpful to those
encountering problems in completing their coursework (Berquist and
Phillips 1981).

-
Independent study. Independent study is best defined as "any academic
work conducted on campus under the mentorship of a particular faculty
member" (Riesman 1980, p. 72). When engaged in independent study, a
student has maximum respons!bility for planning and undertaking learn-
ing. A student usually selects a problem, solves it, and reports the results.
Independent study usually involves the writing of a report or term paper
and/or a research project. The faculty member serves as a facilitator and
ultimately evaluator but provides little in the way of formal instruction.
Independent siudy is used most frequently by students whose academic
records suggest that they are capable of undertaking a project with little
or no supervision.

Independent study has maintained its popularity with both faculty and
students. It is estimated that 70 percent of educational institutions offer
inderiendwit study in all academic departments, 90 percent in at least
one-half of their departments. One of its strengths is its affirmation of
such values as freedom of choice, individualism, and democratic partic-
ipatign (Boyd, Apps, and Associates 1980).
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AlthOugh research results have not shown independent study to be
significantly more.effective than traditional methods of teaching, educa-
tors support it for its providing a means whereby students can take major
responsibility for their own learning. Proponents defend it for giving stu-
dents "increased capacity for generalization and transfer, a sense of the
relevance of learning, and the ability to analyze, synthesize, and apply
what is learned" (Kozma, Belle, and Williams 1978, p. 355).

Learning contracts. The learning contract is "an agreement between a
faculty member and student to a series of learning objectives; activities,
and assessments" (Wald 1978, p. 224). A learning contract can enable a
student to learn in a way different from the rest of the class. The contract
is fulfilled when a student can demonstrate that he or she has learned
what the contract was designed to help the student learn (Esbensen 1978;
Milton et al. 1978). Imaginative learning contracts are employed at the
Universidad Boricua in New York (Smith and Bernstein 1979).

Experiential learning. Experiential learning takes place outside the class-

room in the context of practical expeyience rather than through study
alone. It is based on the assumption that Students' understanding -the
ref:At ionship of occupations, work, meaningful activity,.and scholarly pur-
suits is valuable. Experiential learning seeks to Provide learners with the
opportunity to develop competence in interpersonal skills as .well as in
classroom performance. It can occur in a variety of settings, alloWing

students to apply knowledge in actual situations, usually in connection
with a well defined working assignment.

Authorities point to an increase in its acceptance. They assert that
conducting or supervising experiential learning requires "skill, experi-
ence, and an understanding of behavioral dynamics" (Walter and Marks
1981 , p. 278). The Cooperative Assessment of Experiential ...earning project
has been instrumental in encouraging the movement to extend academic
credit for experiential learning.experiences (Duley and Gordon 1977). This

;project, sponsored by the Council for the Advancement of Experiential
Learning, has enabled more than 300 'colleges and universities to review
and validate assessment procedures for using and crediting experiential
learning (Levine 1978), .

Field study, one type of experiential learning, is popular because it
sup pl ies students with pi-act ical experience to supplement their academic
coursework. Usually the student designates what is to be studied. Profes-
sors who supervise field study or internships become partners in learning.
Students in the field must be more responsible for their own learning that
when they are in a traditional classroom. "The learner participates in and
is directly in touch with the realities that are studied'' (Borzak 1981, p.
9).

The portfolio plan, in operation at Sinclair Community Cdllege, in
Ohio, is another version of experiential learning,. The student develops a
portfolio in consultation with one or more faculty members. The document
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gives evidence of learning in the form of transcripts, letters, and the stu-
dent's projects. Portfolio'classes begin as group Sessions; individual con-
ferences follbw. The particular learning plan, which combines study with
work experience in, the community, is shaped to meet the individual's
need. The portfolio plan is especially attractiye to older adults (Bradley
1978; Heermann, Enders, and Wine 1980).

Student-generated courses. Student-generated courses include those. ini-
tiated by students but led by faculty members, those initiated by professors
but led by students, and those run exclusively by students. According to
one survey of selected colleges and Universities, 60 percent allow students'
to initiate new courses:and 28 percent permit thein to conduct their own
courses for academic credit (Grant and Riesman 1978). -

Those who favor this practiee see it as a way in which higher education
can be more responsive to students interests and needs. Those.who crit-
icize it express concern for standards' and for the further erosion of in-
structors' roles. In any event, educators suggest that all student-oriented
instructional methods require that a faculty member be "a competent
juggler who can work simultaneously with individualized time, place,
format, modes of instruction, modes of evaluation ... and have access to
a large pool of information about community educatktnalresources" (Ber-
quist and Phillips 1981, p.; 96).

Methods Characterized by Interaction
Discussion. Discussion refers to a variety of teaching styles, all of which
require-a high degree of participation by students. Dikussion is a creative,
purposeful process through which an instructor engages students in learn-
ing by getting them to speak and listen in an orderly sequence so that
relevant thinking can occur. In a good discussion, interaction'is. frequent
and one contribution builds on another. Educators divide dikussions into
three typesleader-centered, leader-guided, and group-centered, in which
there is no official leader (Hyman 1989). '

. ,
Superior discussion requires careful preparation; a great degree of

concentration, ability to improvise, and infinite patience. Of its, many
advantages, one of the most important is that the student becomes actively
involved in learning. The information gained 'becomes more meaningful;
because the student frequently must rephrase it in his or her own language.
It is easier for a student to have a point clarified during a discussion than
during a lecture. A student also has the opportunity to test arrinterpre-
tation against .,t hat of the professor or of fellow students. Many consider
group discussions "among the -most rewarding bf class activities for 'in-
st ructors and students alike" (Milton et al. 1978, p. 62).

An interesting example of a discussion method is guided design, which
is a.strategy that instructors.use to teach the subject matter and develop
in their students the decision-making skills needed to apply what has been
learned to practical problems. Students work in groups of, four to seven
on open-ended 'Problems. Each problem is broken into a sequence of de-
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cision-making steps, and the instructor moves among groups. This ap-
proach has been successful at West Virginia University in reducing attrition -
.and increasing students' Itarning and satisfaction with courses (Wales and

Stager-1978),
Another example of the discussion method is the cooperative learning

group, which is'a permanent, relatively independent collection.of eight to
ten students. A faculty member, not a member of the group, sets goals for
learning and acts as resource consultant. The students engage in discussion
designed to ''.facilitate creativity, independence, and self-reliance" (Eble
1980, p. 38).

Some criticize the discussion method because less factual information
can he conveyed than in more formal methods and because discussions
can be unreliable in accomplishing oblectives. It is the second most widely
used teaching technique in higher education. One educator claims that
discussions can be among our richest experiences (Miles 1981).

Seminar. The seminar, an instructional tecknique similar,to discussion,
appears to be most successful when the students involved are sufficiently
advanced and knowledgeable to contribute substantively and to hold their'
own with the professor. A seminar provides an environnient where faculty
and students can discuss problems, ideas..and interpretations thatfdo not
easily lend themselves to solution or where an organized body of content
does not ekist.

Ideally, the seminar requires systematic contributions from students.
It can be adapted to a wide variety of situations. It is important for pro-
fessors leading -seminars to avoid lecturing'or dominating the delibera-
tions. The ideal seminar teacher is a resource person who helps students
learn how to learn (Hoover 1980).

Case study.. A case study is the factual account of an ekperience centered
in a problem confronted by a person, group, or organization. It describes
a real situation that requires a decision or Set of actions and involves the
application of general concepts or principles to specific problems. Facts
-are presented about a particular problem and the issues identified; but
the outcome or solution is nal recorded. The reader is required to make,
an independent judgment based on the.available facts, considering what
decision might be made and what consequences might bccur. The learner
is involved at three levels: reading and reflecting upon the cak itself,
analyzing and discussing the case with a group, and subsequently reflect-
ing upon the solutions or issues raised in the discussion. As.Fisher points
out, the case ''appears to provide a dimension of realism so often lacking
in the structured learning milieu" (Milton et al., 1978, p. 259).

Although the case study is generally thought of in connection with the
study of law, it can be applied to a variety of disciphnes. One appraisal
of the case study Method concludes that it is."in a sense a simulated
experience. Rather than experiencing 'reality as it happens, the learner
analyzes reports of reality" (Hoover 1980, p. 204).
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Role playing. Role playing is called "a powerful learning strategy, guar-
anteed to motivate and animate most students and to confuse and make
nervous many" (Frederick 1981, 'p. 113). Unlike the setting created in the
case study method, role playing is an artificial situation. It is categorized
in two ways: those wbere students or instructors retain their own per-
Sonalities.and roles but act as if they were in a different satiation, and
those where players take On the behavior patterns and roles of other people..

The role player attemPts to adopt ..the identity of the person being
represented_ and to understand that . person's motivations. Role playing
reqUires considerable empathy and imaginationIt can be a motivating
experience for students. Students assigned to represent a particular his-
torical figure, for instance, must learn a lot about that person to make a
credible representation.

One advantage of role playing is its potential for creating interesting
and thought-provoking situations. It also encourages considerable inter-
action among students,Its. greatest disadvantage is its artificialitY (Kozma,
Belle, and Williams 1978),

One professor who has used this method most successfully is John A.
Rassias, professor of Romance languages and literature, whOse Dartmouth
Intensive Language Instruction Model turns the classroom into theater.
The performing arts can be.an integraJpart of teaching language. Rassias
believ6 that going through students' ernotions is the best way to reach
them. He dramatizes many roles during -a class period and stages scenes
that captivate his students inn; learning a foreign language. The Exxon
Educational Foundation has provided .funds for helping colleges to adopt
the Dartmouth 'method, and 20 institutions, including the College of

and Mary, Imriaculata College, and Lenoir-Ryne College, have done
so (Meetb 1978a).

Games and siMulations. The popularity of games and simulations is rap-,
idly increasing. In simulations, players take on roles representative of
those in the world at large and then make decisions in response to the
circumstances in which .they find themselves. Simulations are structure

0
models that imitate reality and are designed to teach specific concepts o
enable learners .lo see the consequences of certain decisions. Games are
not as tightly structured. They create an atmosphere in which everyone
involved can be teaching and learning simultaneously. The game format
is considered the most participatory method of teaching.

One advantage of simulation is its potential for creating a heightened
interest .and excitement in learning. Another is its novelty. Some students
enjoy the challenge of .simulations and games. They can be more enter-
tiiining than a lecture or a seminar. The learning occurs in discovering
fairly quickly the consequences of one's actions or in being confronted
with the costs or limits that are imposed upon some social system. More
learning can occur il a critique can be preptieed after the exercise is con-
cluded. .

Thebiethod also has disadvantage;: Games can be simplistic and leave
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the learner with' an incomplete understanding of reality (Kozma, Belle,
and Williams 1978). Evaluations of their value are inadequate. Although_
they have strong proponents, there has been little "systematic validated
research study" (TaYlor and Walford 1978 p. 72).

-
Horn and Cleaves guide (1980) contains over 1,400 entr,ies for simu-

lations and games and 24 essays evaluating and comparing simulations
in a variety of subject areas. Most educational simulations are in the social
sciences:The success of a simulation depends upon a high degree of student

,.

cooperation.
'

Encounter, group. The encounter group, or T-group, is experimental. in
'approach, nonauthoritarian in.atmosphere, and very personal in its irripact

on participants. Many educator's view it as a form of therapy or as a radical
means of raising consdousness with, respect .to oneself or others and are
therefore suspicious of ifs effects. Carl Rogers is its most eloquent advo-
cate: he defends its potential for helping society cope-with The rapid rate
of social change. The encounter i-oup "inevitably generates a wide rangei
of strong feelings and reactions (Walter and Marks 1981, p. 186).

One of its major goals is the development of a more accurate or per-
ceptive understanding aud appreciation of others. Its use requires skilled,
experienced leaders. It iS not often employed in rdergraduate courses,
but acceptance of it appears to be growing. Few research' studies of this
method have been undertaken (Smith 1980),

0
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Research on Improving Instruction

Systematic, definitive research on improving instruction, which lagged
diming the early 1970s, has become more extensive in the laSt five years.
Researchers have flooded the pages of educational aid psychological jour-
nals-with their findings. Surveys 'of surveys have been published, and all
the titles of research reports on methods of instruction and learning styles
of students printed since 1977 would fill a volume.

The State of Current Research
Although it has improved considerably, many authorities are still critical
of research on methods of instruction and skeptical of its findings. Some
critics assert that many studies are methodologically flawed, fragmentary,
uneven in quality-, and difficult to interpret. Research reports frequently
are isolatedlimited to a local situation; they overemphasize quantifi-
cation, and their applicability cannot be generalized. Many surveys con-
clude with, a call for more research. Relatively few studies have covered
more than a semester or a year. Many focus on introductory courses.
Samplinii, is biased, and local circumstances appear ui interfere With re-
sults (Bowen 1917: Menges and Levinson-Rose 1980; Cohen 1981; Mc-
Keachie 1978).

Much of the research has been called "misconceived, misdirected, triv-
ial" (Soltis 1981, ry, 255). More serious criticisms are thave,search studies
are "more complex and multivariate, but often without a sound theoretical
or research rationalC" (Dill and Friedman 1979, p. 432). One evaluation
of 509 researCh, reports cbricludes, "There are so many variables that it is

° impossible to control all of them.. ..Even when experiments seem to be
conducied successfully, the results apply only to certain groups of stu-
dents" (Beard, Bligh, and Harding 1978, p,,100).

Research is faulted for dehumanizing teaching. As one expert expresses
"Almost alt research into teaching suffers by cOmparison with the vi-

brancy of the'act itself, and suffers badly from isolating in order to analyze,
for Systematizing in order to simplify" (Eble 1980, p. 4).

A kpore devastating criticism points out that little direct connection
exists between the research conducted and educational practice. Those
who cOnduct research and those who make decisions about instruction
work in different vineyards, If takes time for research results to be con-
veyed to the-classroom teacher. Many consider false the assumptiort.that
research can 'Nolve educational problems. According to this view, "Edu-
cational research does not lead directly to improVement irr educational
practice" (Kerlinger 1977, p. 5).

Despite these Criticisms, some significant research findings deserve to.
be more widely read (see, for example, Beard, Bligh, and Harding 1978;
Gage 197.8; Johnson and Ruskin 1977; Kulik and Jaksa 1977; Kulik, Kulik,
and Co .1-1 I 979a, 1979b, 1980). The Journal of Higher Education, the Re-
vielt of igher EducatiOn, Research in Higher Education, the Journal..of
Educational Research, and thj Journal of Personalized Instruction regularly
cOntain useful articles on Current research findings.

The' most significant development in the methodology of educational .
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research is meta-analysis, which appliestati'stical methods to the results

from a large body of individual studies. Meta-analysts "use multivariate
techniques to describe findings and relate characteristics of the Xtudies

and settings te, outfomes (Kulik, Kulik, and Cohen 1979a, p. 308). Ac-

cording to Gene Glass, Who proposed:the methOd, meta-analysis is "noth-

ing more than the attitude of data analysisapplied to quantitative summaries
of individual eXperiments....ft i*a perspectjve that uses many techniques

of measurement and ,statistical analysis (1981, n-21). The advantage of
Meta-analysis is that it uses combined results from many s:tudies and seeks

to correct for the limitations inherent in individual inadequate'Yesearch
studies.

- Examples of Recent Studies
Several studies on faculty teaching styles-have yielded significant results.
Research confirmed that faculty members -with a student-centered or--

-. entatioii were perceived as more effective teaChers than those with a sub-

ject matter orientation (South, Hill, and .Morrison 1979). Another study

of teaching stylexrevealed overwhelming student preference for professors
who view themselves as teachers rather thai . as researchers or adminis-

trators (Tennyson, Boutwell, find Frey 1978). Another study, which con-
fitMed the thesis that personality factors are important in superior ttaching,

reveals that androgynous teachers received higher evaluatiqns from stu-
dents than did masculine or feminine teachers (Bray and Howard I980a).

Much of the significant research on ,the lecture method reveals that
"tbe lecture is open to serious eritkism if used as an all-purpose teaching

methbe (Gage 1976. p. 296). The lecture method fails to pay sufficient
regar'd to individual differences among Students. Students' ability toretain
information received by lecture is di'sappointingly meager.

Research-on the effectiveness of instructional technology shows mixed

results. One sqvey of 59 evaluations of computer-based uiftlergraduate
teaching concludes that this method made small but significant contri-
butions to the achievement of college students and affected positively
students' attitudes. Research also reveals that computer-based instruction
is efficient, accomplishing a task in about two-thirds the time required
by convent ional methods of teaching (Ktitik, Kulik, and Cohep 1980); How--

ever, a survia.vc4500 published research reports on instructional television

-reveals that most studies indicate "no significant difference when corn-
partd with other methods of teaching (Crow 1977, p. 328).

The most striking research results are those reported on the impact of
thi., personalized system of instruction. PSI has generated, according to'
Sherman, "the largest body, of coherent, systematic research in the lit-

erature of education" (Bijou and Ruiz 1981, p. 285). The majority of studies
supply convincing evidence that PSI is more 'effective than traditional
methods in a variety of disciplines when students' performance on ex-

aminations is the criterion. Studies.also indicate that students' attitudes
toward PSI are very favorable (Johnson and Ruskin 1977; Taveggia 1976;

Kulik, Kulik, and Cohen I979a).
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Research on-thevaility of students ratings of faculty performance
has increased,markedly. The literature on students' ratings is characier-,
lied as extensive, contradictory, and uneven in quality (Dowell and- Neal
1982). The most 'widely accepted view is that "student ratings,are highly
valid as iridices of achievemenf of attitudinal and motivational goals,of
education. They al e reas'onably valid Ei's indices of achievement of cognitive
goals" (McKeachie 1979, p. 390). The most extensive.appraisal of the va-
liditv of students' ratings of instruction" has' been made by Peter Cohen
(1981), who used the technique of meta-analysis to review a large number
of individual studies.

Other analyses of students' ratings indicate that the student's major
may influence ratings, that social science students are more critical than
those in other disciplines', that students prefer teachers with a doctorate,
and that the teaching method nsed influences students'yatings. The high-
est ratings are given to those who use,the discussion method or self-paced
materials (Alciatore and Alciatore 1979).

Research on stUdents' learning styles is also on die rise. One .study
r eveals that students do not necessarily,posses's consistent, indivi'dualized
styles of learning (Laurillavd 1979). Research on the interaction between
apti aide iihd treatment, popular with some psychologists, has been more
difficult to undertake than originalli, eXpected._The current conclusion is
that "simple hypotheses about'matching student abilities with appropri-
an: treatments have proven difficult to substantiate" (McLeod and Adams
.1980, p. 225).

. Nevertheless, several studies confirm Witkin's theory that field-inde-
pendent students perform better whër1allowed to work independently and
field-dependent students learn more when they receive extra guidance
from the instructor (McLeod et al. 19 8). Results from another study sup-
P'ort the view that the lecture method s probably superior for c9nforming
students while individualized instruction is.. better for noneonformists
(McKeachie 1980). Most studies ,i.upport the notion that learning is more
effective when the student is actively involved in the process (Smith 1977).

Possibilities for Future Research
The future can,build on current research progress. Experts say that re-
search shoukl be., more systematic, carefully formulated, and more .so-;
phisticatcd, that it should cover more institutions over longer periods of
time, and that more interdisciplinary studies should lie conducted (Walter
and Marks 1981). Much more research will probably Compare teachers'
andsstudents' aptitudes and cognitive styles. Research similar to that
condUcted by Andrews (1981) on the-interaction of teaching format and
students' styles of learning needs to be expanded. Surveys arc.,also needed
on the long-range effects of various efforts to individualize instruction and

.on the influence of instructional technology on students' attitudes .and
value4. Further application aird refinement of meta-analysis in research
should result in more meaningful interpretations of many inCividual stud-
ies.
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All the research results available, however, wilt be valueless unless

those who teach are open to change and 'ah willing to learn how their
instruction might be improved. Research results must therefore be trans-
lated into language that is understandable by the majority of educators
and the general public. Until that is clone, research re.shlts are nOt likely

to influence traditional teaching habits.
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